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INTERNATIONAL

The printed version of Noise/News International (NNI) and its Internet supplement are
published jointly by the International Institute of Noise Control Engineering (I-INCE) and the
Institute of Noise Control Engineering of the USA (INCE/USA).

I-INCE

The International Institute of Noise Control Engineering (I-INCE) is a worldwide consortium
of societies concerned with noise control and acoustics. I-INCE, chartered in Zürich,
Switzerland, is the sponsor of the INTER-NOISE Series of International Congresses on
Noise Control Engineering, and, with the Institute of Noise Control Engineering of the USA,
publishes this quarterly magazine and its Internet supplement. I-INCE has an active program
of technical initiatives, which are described in the Internet supplement to NNI. I-INCE
currently has 46 Member Societies in 39 countries.

INCE/USA

The Institute of Noise Control Engineering of the USA (INCE/USA) is a non-profit
professional organization incorporated in Washington, D.C., USA. The primary purpose of
the Institute is to promote engineering solutions to environmental noise problems. INCE/
USA publishes the technical journal, Noise Control Engineering Journal, and, with I-INCE
publishes this quarterly magazine and its Internet supplement. INCE/USA sponsors the
NOISE-CON series of national conferences on noise control engineering and the INTERNOISE Congress when it is held in North America. INCE/USA Members are professionals in
the field of noise control engineering, and many offer consulting services in noise control. Any
persons interested in noise control may become an Associate of INCE/USA and receive both
this magazine and Noise Control Engineering Journal.

NNI Internet Supplement
www.noisenewsinternational.net

• Links to the home pages of I-INCE and INCE/USA
• Abstracts of feature articles in the printed version
• Directory of the Member Societies of I-INCE with links, where available, to the Member
Society Profiles and home pages
• Links to I-INCE Technical Initiatives
• Calendar of meetings related to noise—worldwide
• Links, where available, to NNI advertisers
• Links to news related to the development of standards
• Link to an article “Surf the ‘Net for News on Noise,” which contains links to noise-related
sites—worldwide
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President’s Column
Information on Knowledge Generated
by INCE/USA

F

irst, it is my privilege and honor to serve as the
2003 President of INCE/USA, and I would like
to thank the many dedicated volunteers and staff
members who keep the Institute running smoothly
and make my job easier. Second, I would like to
share some information on the specific knowledge
INCE/USA has created and then express my opinions
about an issue that needs to be brought to the attention
of INCE/USA members and other noise control
practitioners. It is related to the primary purpose of
the Institute: To promote engineering solutions to
transportation, industrial, machinery, community,
and environmental noise problems, as well as serve
as a platform for national debates on noise policy or
legislation. Well, how do we do it? Through regular
publications, conferences and their proceedings,
technical committees, taking positions on vital national
noise policies or issues of importance, and, of course,
our web site.

Recently, the INCE/USA Board of Directors
approved a proposal regarding the electronic
publication of “papers on demand” that originally
appeared in the proceedings of INTER-NOISE 95,
99, and 02; SQS 98 and 02; and NOISE-CON 96, 97,
98, 00, and 01, as well as some upcoming meetings.
This proposal, when implemented, will provide web
services, storage of about 2000 PDF files, and ecommerce functions. When operational, INCE/USA
members and other noise control experts should be
able to search the site using key words and purchase a
set of relevant papers for a modest fee. Details will be
forthcoming on this effort.
Yet another issue that is frequently brought up by our
members is a central depository of all INTER-NOISE
congress and ACTIVE conference proceedings.
Currently, many proceedings are not available since
copyrights are held by many different organizations
and master sets are held by a diverse group of
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INCE/USA members and others. We hope to discuss
this issue with the I-INCE Board of Directors and
representatives of the I-INCE Member Societies.
In this information age, we sometimes wonder whether
more information leads to any more knowledge. The
answer is yes, no, or even perhaps—depending on
your perspective, experience, and philosophical bent.
Nonetheless, there is a definitely a need to analyze and
condense new technical articles on specific equipment,
transportation, industrial, community, or environmental
noise problems, and translate them into a manageable
and usable form of knowledge. We should encourage
various noise control engineering experts to present
authoritative state of the art review papers at our
conferences that summarize the existing literature and
suggest new directions.
Like any other professional society, we are as good as
our volunteers, members, and, of course, conference
attendees and NCEJ and NNI readers. Thus I encourage potential authors to reserve their best materials for
NCEJ, NNI, and INCE/USA or I-INCE conferences.

Rajendra Singh
2003 President,
INCE/USA

Many of our members have detailed knowledge of
specific fields in noise control engineering and are
aware of ongoing research and development that
should be brought to the attention of a wide audience.
The best way to do this is to suggest and organize both
special sessions at meetings and to prepare special
issues of NCEJ. Also, I am sure that there are some
niche areas that have not been adequately addressed
by the noise control community. I can be reached at
president@inceusa.org for comments and suggestions.
NNI
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Editor’s View
The Evolution of NNI

T

he rotation schedule for this Editor’s View is
such that my colleague Bernard Berry prepared
material for the March issue, so this is my first
opportunity to comment on significant changes that
have taken place with regard to the production of this
magazine.
In 1993, this magazine was launched as a replacement
for both a newsletter, Noise/News, which I had edited
since 1972, and an International INCE newsletter
distributed to the Member Societies of International
INCE.

George Maling
Pan-American Editor

In the very early 1990s, I received a letter from Pat
Walker who, at the time, was running the magazines
group for the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE). At that time, the IEEE was
interested in taking on the publication of magazines for
other non-profit organizations, and an offer was made
to assist INCE/USA with its publications. Not much
happened until the fall of 1992 when approval was
given to launch this magazine, and then there was a
flurry of activity to produce the 1993 March issue. Pat
Walker designed the magazine, Susan Schneiderman
prepared a media kit and handled advertising, and Bob
Smerk oversaw the production of the magazine.
Pat Walker later headed the group that produces
IEEE Transactions, and then went on to form Walker
Wilson Associates—an organization hired to take over
the Office of the Managing Director in the summer
of 1999. Pat and her colleague, Gail Brown, did an
outstanding job for INCE/USA for three years, and it
was a great pleasure for me, as managing director, to
work with them.

With the move of INCE/USA business operations to
the Iowa State University (ISU) and the establishment
of the INCE/USA Business Office (IBO), it made
sense to consider moving the production of NNI
to ISU. If the move were made, four of our major
operations (IBO, Noise Control Engineering Journal,
conference management, and NNI) would be in one
place. Preliminary discussions were held at INTERNOISE 2002, and the decision to move NNI was made
later in the year. Richard Peppin agreed to become the
manager of advertising sales, Pam Reinig, the director
of the IBO, agreed to oversee production of the issues,
and Christine Hobbs became the new designer of the
magazine. As ten years earlier, there was a flurry of
activity to produce a media kit for advertisers, attract
new advertising, redesign the magazine, and get the
2003 March issue published.
For the first ten years, some of the pages for NNI
were produced by me and sent directly to the printer.
This procedure reduced composition costs, but made
it difficult to produce an electronic version of NNI.
Beginning with the March issue, all pages will be
produced at ISU, and the issue will be available in
Portable Document Format (PDF). What the INCE/
USA Board will decide to do with the electronic
version, I am not sure—but it will find a niche in this
era of electronic communications.
I am grateful to the new team for the production of
these first two issues, and am looking forward to a
second decade of publication of a renewed NNI. NNI

In the meantime, the same team at IEEE continued
to produce NNI, but with the addition of our first
production editor, Brian Benbrook. In 1997, Lynn
Guarente became the production editor and I very
much enjoyed working with her in my role as
managing editor.
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Member Society Profile
The Czech Acoustical Society
Host Society for INTER-NOISE 2004

T

he Czech Acoustical Society originated in 1958
as an Acoustic Group of the Czechoslovak
Scientific and Technical Association (AG/CSTA)
under the direction of Prof. J.B. Slavik and later, of
Prof. J. Nemec. Even though under the domination of
communist ideology, the Society remained steadfast in
its beliefs, evident by its slogan “The acoustic waves
propagate independently of political ideology.” In
addition to the AG/CSTA, an Acoustical Commission
was created later at the Czechoslovak Academy
of Science under the direction of Prof. F. Kolmer.
Although the communist government was suppressing
all organized activities, AG/CSTA in co-operation with
the Acoustical Commission started acoustical seminars
in order to create a platform for the exchange of
scientific and engineering information. This important
move ensured continued scientific contacts with the
western world, amidst an atmosphere of censorship
and repression of scientific knowledge.
Two members of AG/CSTA, J. Ransdorf and P.
Urban, have organized these seminars since 1964. The
seminar participants consisted of scientists working
in research, technical, and medical organizations. The
gathering of people was generally forbidden under
the communist system and therefore, the acoustical
seminars had to be officially organized as AG/CSTA
training seminars to share new information and
upgrade participants’ acoustical proficiency.
The seminars became very popular because of
the plethora of research and progress reported by
members of these domestic acoustical conferences. A
few members who were receiving literature from the
western acoustical societies presented lectures on the
latest developments.

Urban. Afterwards,
Prof. Z. Skvor,
J. Novak, and
currently V. Kunzl
ascended to the
chairmanship.
Former seminars were converted into regular
Acoustical Conferences with experts invited from
many European and other world societies. Open
conferences resulted in a substantial increase in the
number of participants. The conferences became the
equivalent to national conferences of other European
societies with the Czech Acoustical Society (earlier
AG/CSTA) organizing a total of 66 seminars.
Since 1989, many members of the Czech Acoustical
Society have been participating in national legislation,
international government organizations, in the
International Standardization Organization (ISO), the
International Electrical Organization (IEC), and the
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe,
among other organizations. Others are active in foreign
countries: Prof. J. Tichy was president of INCE USA
and the Acoustical Society of America (ASA) and Prof.
I. Nabelek was active at the University of Tennessee.
Members are active in foreign scientific societies, at
universities, government, and private enterprises.
Due to the vigorous activities of the Czech Acoustical
Society, International INCE has assigned it the
privilege to organize Inter-Noise 2004 in Prague.
We look forward to seeing you in Prague. NNI

The Council of the Czechoslovak Acoustical Society
(CZSA), continuing in the tradition of former AG/
CSTA activities, was formed after the Prague “Velvet
Revolution” in 1989 under the chairmanship of P.

This is the 42nd in a
series of articles on
the Member Societies
of International INCE.
This is an update
of the profile that
appeared in the 1997
September issue of this
magazine.—Ed.
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Book Review
Foundations of Engineering Acoustics
Frank Fahy

Elsevier Science B.V., P.O. Box 211, 1000 AE Amsterdam, The Netherlands
170 x 250 mm, 448 pp., hardcover, 39.95 GBP, 2000

T

his book is intended principally for the teaching
of senior undergraduates, graduate students,
and practicing engineers. Although this is not a
noise control text, it is intended to give the student or
practitioner a broad knowledge of physical acoustics
with an emphasis on engineering—especially through
explanations of physical phenomena that help to give
the reader a feeling for acoustics. The term “noise
control engineer” appears frequently in the text. A
familiarity with calculus, partial differential equations,
and complex notation is assumed.

George Maling

Book Review Editor

In the first chapter, titled Sound Engineering, the
author makes a good case for the importance of
acoustics in our daily lives—partly because exposure
to sound can produce hearing loss, loss of ability
to sleep, annoyance, and other effects. However,
emphasis is also placed on the importance of sound
in communications, the arts, underwater activities,
ultrasonic imaging, and other areas. To work in these
fields, an engineer needs a good understanding of the
foundations of engineering acoustics.
The text continues with an explanation of sound
scattering, reflection, interference, and sound fields
in fluids. The concept of impedance is introduced
early in the book—including mechanical and acoustic
impedance as well as the concept of a resonator. A
chapter on sound energy and intensity then follows.
Other chapters in the book are devoted to:
• Sources of sound. A physical explanation of
the various ways that sound can be created, the
inhomogeneous wave equation, and methods for
the determination of sound power. The Dirac delta
function and Green’s functions are introduced in
this chapter.
• The subject of sound absorption approached
through an explanation of the principles of
viscosity, thermal diffusion, and molecular
absorption. Then follows a discussion of porous
and non-porous sound absorbers.
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• Sound in waveguides (ducts) is covered, including
a discussion of side branches bends and the
propagation of higher order modes. There is a brief
description of the properties of acoustical horns.
• The discussion of sound in enclosures includes
the low-frequency response of enclosures, diffuse
fields, sound pressure, sound power, and ray
acoustics.
• The chapter on structure-borne sound includes
energy models, bending waves, transverse waves,
mechanical impedance, and sound radiation by
plates.
• The transmission of sound through partitions is
discussed, including both normal and oblique
incidence and both single and double wall
partitions. There is then a transition to closed
partitions such as close-fitting enclosures and a
discussion of a simple enclosure for noise control.
• Reflection, scattering, diffraction, and refraction are
covered, including applications to diffusers such
as those used in concert halls, diffraction of sound
over a barrier, and refraction of sound due to wind
and temperature gradients in the atmosphere.
There is a series of appendices on complex notation,
frequency analysis, a description of the classic
harmonic oscillator, frequency weighting, and noise
rating indicators.
The book concludes with a description of a series of
experiments and demonstrations that Professor Fahy
has used in the classroom and the answers to problems
that are given in the various chapters in the book.
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When it’s versatile,

reliable, portable,
and easy to use...

...you GO with it.

NOISE-CON 03

The Norsonic 121 is a full-featured environmental
noise analyzer with capability of simultaneous
vibration and sound measurements and 8000-line
FFT. This portable, 1- or 2-channel instrument is
also a complete, self-contained building acoustics
analyzer for ASTM and ISO standards.

NOISE-CON 03 Proceedings on CD-ROM
The NOISE-CON 03 paper titles are listed on pages 50-54 of this issue of

•Records all events for further analysis or
identification
•Parallel A, C, F, Fast, Slow, Impluse, Max,
Min, and Leq measurements and flexible
report structure
•Floating trigger, event-driven reports, and
measurements
•Real-time frequency analysis (0.1–20 kHz) in
octave and 1/3 octave bands
•No PC needed for operation; has its own
internal hard disk and standard PC card for
storage and retrieval
•Export data via PC card, RS-232, or
Centronics parallel port
• High dynamic range—optional 120 dB
• Full-size graphics display with backlight

NNI. These papers are in the NOISE-CON 03 Proceedings, which is now
available on CD-ROM. The CD-ROM also contains 595 papers from the SQS
98 symposium and NOISE-CON conferences beginning in 1996.
To order, go to the INCE/USA page at the Atlas Bookstore:

www.atlasbooks.com/marktplc/00726.htm
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NOISE-CON 2003

The 2003 National Conference on Noise Control Engineering
Cleveland, Ohio, USA • 2003 June 23-25
NOISE-CON 03, the 2003 National Conference on Noise Control Engineering, is sponsored by the Institute of Noise Control Engineering of the
USA, and will be held at the Renaissance Cleveland Hotel in Cleveland, Ohio, USA on 2003 June 23-25. The papers to be presented at the meeting
and to be published on a CD-ROM available at final registration are listed below in order of the INCE Classification of Subjects. More information
on the conference can be obtained from the INCE/USA web site at www.inceusa.org. The CD-ROM will contain the following papers, and the
papers from the NOISE-CON conferences in 1996, 1997, 1998, 2000, and 2001. The papers from SQS98, the 1998 Sound Quality Symposium, are also
on the CD-ROM. When the CD-ROM is available for post-conference sale, an announcement will be posted on the INCE/USA page at the Atlas
Bookstore, www.atlasbooks.com/marktplc/00726.htm. Copies may be ordered over the Internet or by mail.

EMISSION: NOISE SOURCES
(noise generation and control)
Development of New Industrial Standard
for Measurement of Noise Emitted by Very
Small Air-Moving Devices. ................. (11.4, 81.1)
Kimizuka, Ikuo
The Airflow and Acoustic Performance of
Current 92 mm System Fans.......... (11.4.1, 12.3.4)
Beltman, Willem M.
Noise Reduction and Performance Enhancement in Centrifugal Fan by Improving Outlet
Angle of Impeller.................................. (11.4.2, 21.6)
Minorikawa, Gaku; Hirano, Toshiyuki; Suzuki,
Shoji; Mizuki, Shimpei
The Role of Lubricant in Reducing
Vibration and Noise in Refrigeration
Compressors........................................ (11.6.2, 12.1.3)
Dekleva, Thomas W.; Thompson, R. Ian G.;
Boyde, Stephen; Randles, Steve; McTavish,
Stuart
Estimating Sound Radiation from Refrigerant
Compressor Housings Using Vibration
Measurements.......................................... (11.6.2, 42)
Marshall, Steven E.

An Evaluation of the Effects of
Different Portland Cement Concrete
Pavement Texturing on Tire/Pavement
Noise.......................................................... (11.7.1, 52.1)
Donavan, Paul R.; Scofield, Larry
INSULTECH Acoustic Blanket
Insulation.................................................... (12.1.3, 33)
Kovacs, Frank
Environmental Noise Control Techniques for
Air Cooled Chillers............................ (12.1.3, 11.6.2)
Depies, Chris R.
The Control of Computer and Portable
Equipment Noise in Classrooms.......... (12.3, 80)
Hellweg Jr., Robert D.; Dunens, Egons K.;
Baird, Terry
Challenges in Designing Covers for HighEnd Computer Systems: Meeting Acoustical
and Thermal Requirements.................... (12.3, 80)
Shaw, Jennifer A.; Cruz, Ethan E.
Requirements for Information
Technology and Telecommunications
Equipment Noise...................................... (12.3, 69.1)
Hellweg Jr., Robert D.; Baird, Terry
Prediction of Computer Cooling
Fan Noise Using a 3D Unsteady
Flow Solver............................................. (12.3.4, 75.3)
Huang, L.; Zou, Z. P.; Xu, L.
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Reverberation Chamber Sound Power
Measurement of Sources with DiscreteFrequency Noise Emissions. ........ (12.3.4, 11.1.1)
Xu, Yanchu
PC Acoustics: The Case for Workload and
Environment Based Targets.......... (12.3.4.1, 51.1)
Dunstan, Bob; Gabel, Doug; Laney, Cliff
Optical Drive Performance and Emitted
Airborne Noise. ............................... (12.3.4.3.1, 51.1)
Dunens, Egons K.
Study and Reduction of Noise from a
Pneumatic Nail Gun......................... (12.5.1, 12.2.1)
Hicks, Daniel A.; Vu, Kha; Rao, Mohan D.
Measuring the Noise Levels and Identifying
the Primary Noise Sources of a Commercial
Table Saw............................................. (12.5.2.2, 62.3)
Bleedorn, Kristin; Mathison, Margaret;
McKee, Matthew; Satterly, Ryan; Yarbough,
Dale; Yu, Chen; Zechmann, Edward L.; Mann
III, J. Adin
Noise Transmission Study of a
Table Saw............................................. (12.5.2.2, 72.4)
Spruit, Matthew J.; Holt, John G.; Boyer,
Laura M.; Barnard, Andrew R.; Dayton,
Wendell B.; Rao, Mohan D.
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Impact of 2000/14/EC on Transport
Refrigeration Equipment: Competitive
Cooperation and the Development
of ISO 20039.......................................... (12.7.2, 81.2.1)
Gleason, Steve
Evaluation of Engineering Noise
Controls for a Continuous Miner
Conveyor System.................................. (12.8.1, 14.3)
Durr, T. Michael; Kovalchik, Peter; Kwait, Ed
Tire Construction and Pavement Texture
Effects Upon Tire/Pavement Noise
Generation and Radiation................. (13.2.1, 52.3)
Thornton, William D.; Baumann, Jonathan M.;
Bernhard, Robert J.
Measurement of Automobile Tire Tread
Vibration and Radiated Noise......... (13.2.1, 72.2)
Dugan, Erin L.; Burroughs, Courtney B.
Engineering Measures for Noise Abatement
of Mine Vent Fans and Ductwork..... (14.3, 11.4)
Leasure, Joshua; Tinianov, Brandon;
Nakagawa, Msami
Noise Reduction of a Vaneaxial Fan for a
Continuous Mining Machine........... (14.3, 11.4.1)
Carter, Benjamin A.; Armour, Dan; Burroughs,
Courtney B.
Estimated Sound Power Radiated by
Surfaces on a Continuous Miner Tail Section
Using Vibration Measurements. ....... (14.3.2, 42)
Yantek, David S.
Predicting the External Noise from
Multiple Spargers in an Air-Cooled
Condenser Power Plant........................ (14.5, 75.2)
Mann III, J. Adin; Fagerlund, Allen;
DePenning, Charles; Catron, Fred; Eberhart,
Richard; Karczub, Denis
Issues in Using Ray-Tracing Software
for Predicting Community Noise from
Power Plants............................................. (14.5, 52.1)
Brittain, Frank; Hale, Marlund
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Issues in Predicting Performance
of Ducts and Silencers Used in
Power Plants.......................................... (14.5, 11.6.5)
Cummins Jr., Jim R.; Causey, Jim B.

Computation of Jet Screech
Noise............................................................. (21.6.1, 75)
Hultgren, Lennart S.; Loh, Ching Y.

Power Plant Noise Emission Testing
Procedures.............................................. (14.5.3, 56.1)
Derrick, Mark

Numerical and Experimental
Determination of the Geometric Far Field
for Round Jets........................................... (21.6.1, 75)
Koch, L. Danielle; Bridges, James; Brown,
Clifford; Khavaran, Abbas

Sound Radication from Large Air-Cooled
Condensers. ......................................... (14.5.3, 12.1.2)
Bradley, Wayne E.

PHYSICAL PHENOMENA
Control of Low-Frequency Noise and
Vibration in Combustion Turbine
Exhausts by Specifically Designed Vanes
in the Exhaust...................................... (21.3.2, 12.1.5)
Norris, Thomas R.
Testing and Noise Control for
FCF Project. ............................................. (21.3.2, 62.3)
Douzos, George G.; Krejsa, Gene; Young,
Judy
Acoustic Suppression Associated with
Application of Chevrons to the Trailing Edge
of a Supersonic Nozzle. ........................... (21.6, 75)
Seiner, John; Ukeiley, Larry; Jansen, Bernie

Simulating Nonlinear Stator Noise for Active
Control.......................................................... (21.6.3, 75)
Dyson, Rodger W.; Hixon, Ray; Nallasamy,
M.; Sawyer, Scott
Sound Transmission Through Lined,
Composite Fuselage Structures: Formulation
of Anisotropic Poroelastic Theory...... (23.9, 33)
Kim, Jeong Woo; Bolton, J. Stuart
Design for Room Absorption
and Reverberation Time per
ANSI S12.60-2002........................................ (24.2, 35)
Tinianov, Brandon

NOISE CONTROL ELEMENTS (for
path noise control)
The Reduction of Noise: By an Artificial
Forest® of Artificial Trees®..................... (31.1, 52)
Warnaka, Glenn E.

Aeroacoustics of Propulsion
Airframe Integration: Overview of
NASA’s Research..................................... (21.6, 13.1)
Thomas, Russell H.

Transparent Noise Barrier Specification
Criteria. ........................................................ (31.2, 69.5)
Humphries, Eric; LaFontaine, Grant

Internal Jet Noise Prediction for
Nozzles with Mixed Flows: An Emerging
Topic.............................................................. (21.6.1, 75)
Mengle, Vinod G.

Insertion Losses of Resonant
Silencers Combined with Absorptive
Elements......................................................... (34, 11.4)
Weirich, Paul T.; Lewis, William

Computational Methods for the Prediction of
Jet Noise..................................................... (21.6.1, 75)
Hixon, Ray

International Space Station Acoustic Noise
Control: Case Studies. ........................ (34.1, 11.4.1)
Grosveld, Ferinand W.; Goodman, Jerry R.

Control of Jet Noise Through Mixing
Enhancement............................................. (21.6.1, 75)
Bridges, James; Wernet, Mark P.; Brown, Cliff
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Spray Applied Acoustical
Plasters..................................................... (35.4.5, 51.2)
Podolsky, Howard
Experimental Techniques for Evaluation of
Active Noise Reduction Communication
Headsets with the Thayer Low Frequency
Test Cell....................................................... (36.4, 72.9)
Collier, Robert D.; Kaliski, Kenneth H.; Ray,
Laura R.
A Case Study of HVAC Silencer
Application and Selection to Fit the
Duct System............................................... (37, 12.3.5)
Peterman, Karl L.
Active Exhaust Line for Different Kind of
Engine........................................................ (37.7, 11.6.4)
Carme, Christian; Le Brazidec, F.; Vignassa,
P.; Hansen, J.
Broadband Active-Passive Control of Small
Axial Fan Noise Emission................. (38.2, 11.4.1)
Homma, Kenji; Fuller, Chris; Man, Kaleen
Xiuting
Broadband Active-Passive Control of Small
Axial Fan Noise Emission................. (38.2, 11.4.1)
Homma, Kenji; Fuller, Chris; Man, Kaleen
Xiuting
Active Control of Multi-Harmonic Noise of
Engine Cooling Fan.............................. (38.2, 11.4.1)
Berry, Alain; Gerard, Anthony; Masson,
Patrice
Adaptive Dithering of the Input to a NonLinear System to Control Harmonic Output
Frequencies. ................................................. (38.2, 75)
Baumann, David
Active Control of Energy Density in a Mock
Cabin.......................................................... (38.2, 14.4.7)
Faber, Benjamin M.; Sommerfeldt, Scott D.

Reference Signal Requirements for the
Feedforward Control of Sound Transmission
into a Payload Fairing............................ (38.3, 38.2)
Johnson, Marty; Sacarcelik, Ozer

Acoustical Comparisons of Existing
Facilities and New Facilities in a Special
Education School. ................................... (51.1, 69.1)
Siebein, Gary W.; McGinnes, Courtney; Kim,
Bumjun; Kim, Hyeong-seok; LoRang, Mark;
Paek, Hyun

VIBRATION AND SHOCK:
GENERATION, TRANSMISSION,
ISOLATION, AND REDUCTION

Multi-Source Noise Reduction Calculation
for Industrial Spaces with Uncertainties in
Source Size and Location........... (51.1.1, 76.1.2.1)
Panza, Michael J.

Probabilistic Modeling of Mechanical
Joints............................................................ (43.2, 75.1)
Urbina, Angel; Paez,Thomas L.; Gregory, Dan
L.; Resor, Brian R.
Test Based Microgravity Analysis for the
Fluids and Combustion Facility. ..... (46.2, 21.3.2)
McNelis, Mark E.; Yu, Albert Y.; Otten, Kim D.;
Akers, James C.
Microgravity Emissions Laboratory
Testing of the Light Microscopy Module
Control Box Fan........................................ (46.2, 11.9)
McNelis, Anne M.; Samorezov, Sergey;
Haecker, Anthony H.

IMMISSION: PHYSICAL
ASPECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL
NOISE (Multiple sources and
multiple paths)

Spray-Applied Cellulose Acoustic
Insulation.................................................... (51.2, 69.1)
Walborn, Richard E.
Sixth Graders Research and Resolve
Reverberation Problems in a Middle School
Cafeteria in Granville, Ohio................. (51.2, 63.3)
Alter, Harry; Evans, Rebecca
Measurements of Floor Impact Noise Using
a New Impact Ball.................................. (51.3, 41.3)
Jeon, Jin Yong; Jeong, Jeong Ho
Using Outside to Inside Transmission Class
Measurements (OITC) in the Design of a
New School Near an Airport........... (51.3, 52.2.1)
LoRang, Mark; Siebein, Gary W.; McGinnes,
Courtney; Paek, Hyun

Case Studies of Acoustical Design of Rooms
for Music Instruction in Schools...... (51.1, 69.1)
Paek, Hyun; Siebein, Gary W.; Kim, Bumjun

A Design Palette Approach to Aircraft Noise
Reduction Modifications at Eight SeattleArea Schools.......................................... (51.3, 52.2.1)
Noson, Dennis; Bruck, Daniel C.; Writer, Joel

The Effect of Barometric Pressure
on Absorption: Experiments on
Commonly Encountered Samples and
Systems........................................................ (51.1, 69.1)
Tinianov, Brandon; Babineau, Francis

Case Studies Illustrating Acoustic
Design Guidelines for HVAC Systems
in Schools................................................... (51.6, 51.1)
Lilkendey, Robert M.; Siebein, Gary W.;
McGinnes, Courtney

Acoustics of Courtrooms in
Portugal. ...................................................... (51.1, 69.1)
Carvalho, António P.O.; Monteiro, Carlos A.

Multimodal Noise Assessment at the United
States Department of Transportation: An
Overall Perspective................................ (52.1, 69.5)
Konheim, Arnold G.
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Education Stakeholders and the ANSI
Standard for School Acoustics.......... (51.1, 69.1)
Lubman, David; Sutherland, Louis C.
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Noise in Illinois: The Human
Factor............................................................ (52.1, 69.5)
Zak, Greg; Zak, Pat
Development of a Multi-Modal
Noise Model.............................................. (52.1, 69.5)
Fleming, Gregg G.; Boeker, Eric R.
A Field Study of Aircraft Noise Impacts on
an Airport Zone School District. .... (52.2.1, 69.1)
Bruck, Daniel C.; Noson, Dennis; Park, Ioana

IMMISSION: EFFECTS OF NOISE
Shipboard Habitability
Noise Criteria............................................ (54.1, 69.1)
Fischer, Raymond; Gahs, Thomas P.
Shipboard Noise Prediction Program—
JERICHO. ........................................................ (54.1, 76)
Boroditsky, Leo; Fischer, Raymond;
Yankaskas, Kurt

A Typical Case Study of School Sound
Insulation................................................. (52.2.1, 69.1)
Ehrlich, Gary E.; Gurovich, Yuri

Using Otoacoustic Emissions to Assess
Cochlear Function in ISS Noise........ (62.3, 72.9)
Buckey, Jay C.; Alvarenga, Donna L.; Abel,
Sharon M.; Crabree, R. Brian; Musiek, Frank

Problems in Equating the SEL of Rotary
and Fixed Wing Aircraft in Noise Maps of
Military Airfields................................... (52.2.2, 69.5)
Luz, George A.

Design of an Acoustic Muffler Prototype
for an Air Filtration System Inlet on
International Space Station................ (62.3, 69.3)
Grosveld, Ferdinand W.; Goodman, Jerry R.

The Community Role in Developing Efficient,
Effective, and Attractive Highway Noise
Barriers........................................................ (52.3, 31.1)
Burgé, Paul; Doolittle, Thomas R.

Preparing for Flight: The Process
of Assessing the ISS
Acoustic Environment........................... (62.3, 69.1)
Allen, Christopher S.; Goodman, Jerry R.

Issues in Determining Sound Power Levels
of Gas Turbine Exhausts.................... (52.5, 12.1.5)
Parzych, David

Overview of Hearing Conservation Programs
for the International Space Station and
NASA Flight Personnel........................... (62.3, 8.1)
Danielson, Richard W.; Stevens, Christina R.

Intermittent Loud Sounds from
Power Plants............................................. (52.5, 14.5)
Mahoney, Dan; Wood, Eric W.
Acoustical Design Margins: Uncertainty in
Prediction and Measurement of Community
Noise from Power Plants............... (52.5, 76.1.1.4)
Putnam, Robert A.

International Space Station
Acoustics.................................................... (62.3, 69.1)
Goodman, Jerry R.
A New Best Practice for Hearing
Conservation: The Exposure Smart
Protector™ (ESP)..................................... (62.3, 71.4)
Burks, J. Alton; Michael, Kevin L.
Testing, Evaluation, and Design Support of
the Minus Eighty-Degree Laboratory Freezer.
(MELFI) Payload Rack............................... (62.3, 80)
Tang, Punan; Goodman, Jerry; Allen,
Christopher S.
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ISS Human Research Facility (HRF)
Acoustics.................................................... (62.3, 69.1)
Phillips, Eric; Tang, Punan
ISS Acoustics Mission Support. ....... (62.3, 63.2)
Pilkinton, Gregory D.
Case Study: Four University Law
Lecture Auditoria Renovated for Improved
Acoustics................................................(63.3, 51.1)
Knight, Sarah B.; Evans, Jack B.
Variation of HDD Sound Quality
Metrics Over a Sound Power
Microphone Array................................... (63.7, 69.3)
Baugh, Eric
The Colours of Urban Noise: A New Concept
of Monitoring............................................. (63.7, 72.9)
Dufournet, Didier; Rozwadowski, Adam
Sound Quality Metric Development
for the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
Institute........................................................ (63.7, 69.3)
Hodgdon, Kathleen K.; Peters, Jonathan A.;
Burkhardt, Russell C.; Atchley, Anthony A.;
Blood, Ingrid M.
Noise Assessment Metrics and Criteria in a
United States Department of Transportation
Multi-Modal Noise Model................... (66.2, 69.5)
Schomer, Paul

ANALYSIS
High-Frequency Array Using MicroMachined Optical Microphones.... (71.1.1, 72.3)
Degertekin, F. Levent; Cunefare, Kenneth A.
Military Aircraft Interior In-Flight Noise
Measurement System............................... (71.4, 78)
Mobley, Frank; Darkow, David
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A Computer-Based Acoustical
Measurement System for NASA Glenn
Research Center. ........................................ (72, 71.8)
Nelson, David A.
Noise Emission Testing Requirements for
Spaceflight Hardware................................. (72, 80)
Nelson, David A.
Far-Field Noise Surveys using a GPS
Receiver. ..................................................... (72.1, 23.9)
Bahtiarian, Michael
Operating Deflection Patterns Under NonStationary Order Related Forces. ........ (72.2, 44)
Batel, Mehdi; MacMillan, Brian;
Herlufsen,Henrik; Marroquin, Marc
Practical Considerations in Reconstructing
the Surface Vibration Using Inverse
Numerical Acoustics........................... (72.22, 75.7)
Martinus, Ferdy
Design and Implementation of an
Automated Intensity Scanning System at the
Acoustical Testing Lab of the NASA Glenn
Research Center. ..................................... (72.3, 71.8)
Dix, Gordon; Gee, Kent L.; Sommerfeldt,
Scott D.
The Design of a Quality System to Support
NASA Glenn Research Center Acoustical
Testing Laboratory................................... (72.4, 73.2)
Schmitt, Jeff G.
A Square Wave Shock Generator’s Design
and its Performance Analysis............ (72.8, 41.3)
Tang, Punan
Sound Sources for Anechoic Chamber
Qualification.............................................. (73.1, 88.1)
Saussus, Patrick; Cunefare, Kenneth A.

Challenges in Acoustic Testing of ISS
Payloads: Lessons Learned at the NASA
Glenn Research Center Acoustical Testing
Laboratory................................................... (73.2, 72.9)
Akers, James C.; Passe, Paul J.;
Cooper, Beth A.
Design and Instrumentation of a Large
Reverberation Chamber........................ (73.3, 81.1)
Peterson, Jeffrey Shawn; Bartholomae, Roy
C.
New Acoustic Test Chambers at Georgia
Tech............................................................... (73.5, 72.4)
Biesel, Van B.; Cunefare, Kenneth A.
Broadband Compact Absorber
Treatments for Acoustic Wind Tunnels and
Test Cells..................................................... (73.6, 35.7)
Brandstätt, Peter; Fuchs, Helmut V.; Lecheler,
Alexander
Modeling Folded Beam Waveguide
Absorber Behavior Using Translational and
Rotational Degree of Freedom Frequency
Response Function Coupling.................... (75, 47)
Munro, Andrew D.; Hambric, Stephen A.
The Concept of “SuperSub” in
Object-Oriented SEA Modeling
(OO-SEA)...................................................... (75.2, 76.9)
Onsay, Sebnem
The Calculation of Fill Factor Effects in
Modern SEA Analysis............................ (75.2, 25.1)
Kaminsky, Cliff

BEM Analysis of Packed Silencers with
Layered Bulk-Reacting Materials.... (75.5, 35.2)
Cheng, C.Y.R.; Wu, T. W.
Partial Sound Field Decomposition in
Multi-Reference Nearfield Acoustical
Holography by Using Optimally-Located
Virtual References. ................................. (75.7, 23.1)
Kim, Yong-Joe; Bolton, J. Stuart
Acoustical Modeling of Tensioned,
Permeable Membranes. ....................... (76.9, 35.1)
Song, Jinho; Bolton, J. Stuart
Music Teachers Noise Exposure
Survey.............................................................. (78, 69.1)
Behar, Alberto; MacDonald, Ewen; Lee,
Jason; Cui, Jie; Kunov, Hans; Wong, Willy

REQUIREMENTS
American Standards Activities in
Noise and Their Relationship to ISO
Standards.................................................... (81.1, 81.2)
Hellweg Jr., Robert D.; Schomer, Paul D.
Civilianizing the Army’s Noise Hazard
Measurement Standard........................... (82, 62.3)
Sachs, Felix Z.
A Proposal for an Industry Group Program
for Product Noise Declarations. .......... (89, 12.3)
Nobile, Matthew A.

Vibroacoustic Analysis and Experimental
Validation of the Structural Responses of
NASA Mars Exploration Rover Spacecraft
Due to Acoustic Launch Load. ........... (75.2, 49.2)
Hwang, Ho-Jin
20-40-60 dB Rule for Evaluation of Engine
Noise Reduction in SEA Models.... (75.2, 11.6.4)
Sanderson, Michael; Onsay, Taner
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The 32nd International Congress and Exposition on
Noise Control Engineering
2003 August 25-28, International Convention Center Jeju, Seogwipo, Korea
Sponsored by the International Institute of Noise Control Engineering
Organized by the Korean Society for Noise and Vibration Engineering and the
Acoustical Society of Korea
Below is a listing of the titles of the abstracts that have been received and are being considered for presentation at INTER-NOISE 2003. The
paper titles have been arranged according to the INCE Classification of Subjects. More information on the Congress may be found on the official
web page, www.internoise2003.com.
GENERAL
Report of I-INCE TSG #3: Noise polices
and regulations • Status of I-INCE TSG #6,
Community Noise: Environmental Noise
Impact • Progress Report for TSG #5 “Global
Noise Policy” • The I-INCE Technical
Initiative #4: Noise and Reverberation
Control for Schoolrooms • The noise control
engineering • Community responses to
low frequency noise and administrative
actions in Japan • Noise policy in Norway
towards 2010 • Review of Japanese noise
abatement policy • Control of environmental
noise in Hong Kong • Some cases of noise
administration and control in China • Acoustic
measures for environmental noise assessment
in Japan • Noise data collection by the
European Union: A task under EU Directive
2000/14 • German joint project “Silent
traffic” • Exchanging noise management
information with community groups using
interactive, multimedia technologies • The
Health and Safety Executive’s call centre
research: The British experience • Linking
soundscapes with land use planning for local
noise management • HARMONOISE Project
(WP4): First experimental road traffic noise
campaign: Comparison among methods
to separate road noise from extraneous
noise • Overview of noise policy in Korea •
Transportation noise abatement at the source:
The Dutch perspective • Recent development
in German noise policy • Dutch policy on road
traffic noise • The Swedish noise policy for
community noise • Noise policy in Taiwan
• Results from the Dutch noise innovation
program road traffic (IPG) and roads to the
future program (WnT) • The Dutch noise
innovation program road traffic (IPG)
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EMISSION: NOISE SOURCES
(noise generation and control)
Concept of design for control of machinery •
An equivalent-circuit analysis of the source
characteristics in the time-varying fluid
machines • Detection of gear dynamics
hypersensitivity and quantification of induced
variability for mass produced gearboxes •
Analytical and experimental approaches to
improve automotive gear rattle noise •
Correlation of analytical model with
experimental results in ranking the gear
meshes in order of contribution to rattle • The
effect of velocity dependent friction coefficient
on the disc brake noise • A gear noise
reduction technology using a numerical
simulation for motorcycle engines •
Identification and minimization of impact noise
of a linkage mechanism used in press •
Prediction of driveshaft resonant frequencies
using the Transfer Matrix Method •
Identification of excitation forces in precision
equipments driven by stepping motors • Shape
optimization of rotor system using enhanced
artificial life algorithm • Design of the current
feedback electromagnetic actuator for engine
vibration control • A four active pole,
permanent magnet biased homopolar magnetic
bearing with fault-tolerant capability • Fault
tolerant control of heteropolar magnetic
bearings with force invariance • Coupled
lateral and torsional vibration analyses of a
speed increasing geared rotor-bearing system
• Bi-directional magnetic bearing with faulttolerant capability • Analysis of NRRO for outer
ring rotation ball bearings of 3.5 inch HDD
spindle motors • Bearing parameters
identification using enhanced optimization
algorithms • Acoustic diagnosis on a rolling
bearing based on presumption of a division • A
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low noise driving system with a multi-degreeof-freedom ultrasonic motor • Vibration
isolation of electrical unit substations with drytype transformers • An engineering algorithm
on life damage of a spider in a hydraulic
generator unit based on vibration signal •
Development of a low-noise hydraulic breaker
• Advanced low noise air cooling fans •
Vibration control of air cooling installations •
Experimental investigation of aerodynamic
noise in room air-conditioner blowers •
Experimental and numerical approach for the
reduction of sirocco fan noise in the windowtype air conditioner • Noise prediction for a
boxed axial fan system • Analysis and
reduction of air blowing facility noise in
ironworks • The study of velocity fluctuation
and sound pressure level in cross flow fan •
Different approaches to evaluate fan
aerodynamic noise • Low noise design of
partially-shrouded axial fan for home appliance
• Design of high-performance, low noise
shrouded axial fan for automobile cooling pack
system • Experimental and numerical study on
double sided centrifugal fan noise reduction in
an OTR • Low noise engine cooling fan
development • Development of the low noise,
new concept axial fan for refrigerators •
Aeroacoustic study on the sirocco fan of the
Over the Range • Analysis of unsteady flow
field and aerodynamic noise of a cross flow
fans • Integrated fan design program by using
numerical prediction methods for high
performance and low noise fan • Noise
generation of the rotary compressors from the
shell vibration • Source identification and
control of a scroll compressor noise •
Experimental and analytical approach to
reduce low frequency noise and vibration of
reciprocating compressor for refrigerator •
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Design of HVAC reciprocating compressor
using optimization method based on object
function in terms of sound transmission loss •
Low noise design of centrifugal compressor
impeller • Preliminary test results for
rotordynamic coefficients and leakage
performance of a floating ring seal in high
pressure turbopump • Dynamic response of
the system for vacuum pump performance and
vacuum pump operation characteristics •
Acoustical characteristics of dry pumps
designed for semiconductor processes •
Characteristics evaluation of dry vacuum
pumps • Validation of different synthesis
methods for structure borne road noise in a
Virtual Car Sound environment • Development
of general algorithm for the prediction of
internal aerodynamic noise and its application
to throttle valve noise in an automotive engine •
A study on the dynamic characteristics of
torsional vibration of four stroke marine diesel
engine with elastic rubber coupling •
Environmental noise emission control of diesel
engine power generators • Noise reduction in
turbo charger system of diesel engines • Noise
characteristics and control for large two stroke
diesel engines • NVH optimization on timing
chain noise of a new 2.5L diesel engine •
Analysis and reduction of noise generated from
front of diesel engine using Helmholtz resonator
theory • Reduction and optimization of valve
train noise in V-6 gasoline engine • Preliminary
NVH optimization on the intake system of a new
208L gasoline engine • Noise source
visualization of rolling noise based on acoustic
mirror measurements • Acoustic mode in
tyres—influence on internal noise • A new
poroelastic road surface for 12 dB(A) of tire/
road noise reduction • A study on the
prediction of tire pattern noise considering the
impact force at contact edges • Relation
between road roughness parameters and tyre
vibration noise • Comparison of sound intensity
measured close to tires attached to trailer
between on road and on roller bench • A study
on the tire noise • The prediction of sound
radiation due to tire tread vibration • Elastic
cavity models for the tire noise: Sound source
and acoustic propagation • Studies of tire
sound radiation from treadless tires on simple
pavement texture • Vibration analysis of
automobile tire due to road impact • Tire/
vehicle adaptation • Behavior of tire tread
groove relating to generation of tire/road noise
at the contact patch • Low noise tyres: A
cooperation project in northern Europe •
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Simulation of tire spindle forces caused by road
roughness. • A new method for active tire/road
noise reduction by an electromagnet • The
influence of tyre design on rolling noise • Tyre/
road noise modelling: The road from a tyre’s
point-of-view • Advanced numerical modelling
of tire/road noise • Development of reduced
modal tire for dynamics of virtual vehicle • The
measurement of in-plane vibration
characteristics a noisy twin caliper disc brake
• A study of drum brake squeal using complex
eigenvalue analysis • An environment friendly
vehicle horn system to reduce noise pollution •
Measurement of absolute magnitude and
position of HDD unbalance based on mobility
concept • Flow-induced noise due to Von
Karman streets in tube-bank duct of gas air
heat exchanger • Measurements of reactor
internal’s vibration characteristics of a PWR by
using reactor noise analysis • Vibration
detection of reactor core internals via analyzing
signal fluctuations of neutron flux detectors in
CANDU nuclear power plants •
Implementation effects of the in-chimney
bracket in HANARO reactor assembly •
Vibration and noise reduction of the high speed
centrifugal chiller • Investigation on the
degradation mechanism of 6-inch swing check
valve in nuclear power plant • The
effectiveness of noise reduction devices for
transformer noise control of power plants • A
case study on the noise and vibration reduction
in a gearbox for a turning lathe • Study on
contribution of forklift’s booming noise sources
• Noise characteristics of pile driving operation
and design of a low-noise pile cap based on the
scale model experiment • Vibration
suppression of disk/spindle of disk drive using
piezoelectric shunt damping • Evaluation of
sound quality of business machines—
background and problems • A slim PZT
actuator for small form factor optical disk drives
• Pull-in behavior analysis in an optical disc
drive using phase plane techniques • Design
and analysis of swing-arm type rotary actuator
for micro optical disk drive • Acoustic noise
characteristics in CD/DVD drivers • ABS
design of optical flying head and sensitivity
analysis • Simulation to find noise source in
hard disk drive • Auto ball balancing system
for optical disc recording drives • Sound
quality improvement of optical disc drives •
Vibration analysis of a printer unit using
statistical energy analysis • Development of
new 3-axis optical pickup actuator for highdensity rewritable system • Dynamic analysis

and evaluation of sliders in near-field optical
recording disk drives • Noise and vibration
reductions of residential clothes dryers •
Noise reduction of permanent-magnet type
motor driving drum washer • Experimental
study of noise reduction in a plasma display
panel (PDP) television (TV) • Identification and
reduction of refrigerant expansion noise in the
household refrigerator • Research on noise
reduction in household range hood • Vibration
reduction in the gas heat pump driven by the
internal combustion engine • Validation of
radiated noise prediction on drum washer •
Artificial neural networks in sound quality
design: An application for hair dryers • Sound
quality improvement on transient sound
generated by operating shutter of camera
based on mechanism design • Reduction of
acoustic loads by rocket fairing structure • The
effects of trailing edge modification in a blade
cascade upon radiated sound • Array
measurement techniques for noise source
location of helicopter main rotor noise • An
analysis and experiment on clack noise of a
passenger car in a state of tip-in or tip-out
driving • A study on the reduction of the
radiation efficiency of dash panel of a
passenger car • Subjective evaluation of car
interior sound on different road surface • A
study of vehicle interior noise generated by the
trench of the concrete surface on the highway
in Korea • Measurements of pressure, sound
intensity, and sound power generated by a
garbage truck • An experimental study on the
whine noise in auto-transmission vehicle •
Experimental evaluation of the relationship
between the tuning effectiveness of power
steering high-pressure hose and vehicle
interior noise • Determination of the frequency
weighting curves for the estimation of
discomfort by steering wheel vibration •
Analysis and optimization of steering column
mounting bracket • Experimental
determination of the distribution of sound
insulation in a car • Objective and subjective
properties of powertrain noise in car
compartments • Vehicle interior noise
simulation—integration of CAE • Empirical
study of the source of wayside noise from
passbys of transit trains on a concrete viaduct
• Noise control of train noise from a viaduct
section—theory and validation • NFR
suspension design for optimal dynamic
characteristics • Noise analyses of VVVF
inverter and DC/DC converter for maglev train •
Noise control of Sanyo Shinkansen • Noise
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reduction of high-speed trains by installing an
external flush gap shroud • An introduction to
Komaki low-noise wind tunnel and test results
of aerodynamic noise of high-speed train •
Characteristics of high speed railway noise •
Numerical study about the effect of a train and
a track shape on the near pressure field around
a high speed train • Recent research and
development for the “low-noise Shinkansen” •
To determine the horizontal directivity of a train
pass-by • Case study on noise reduction of the
Korea High Speed Prototype Test Train (HSR
350X) • On experimental determination of
interface dynamics for Korean high-speed
railway • Estimate and control of the Korea
High Speed Train noise • Prediction of interior
noise in a high-speed train • Computational
analysis of transmission loss in the KHST
railway • Study on the reduction of noise from
subway vehicle in a sharp curve •
Experimental examinations of shipboard noise
control in the marine auxiliary boiler of large
crude oil carrier • A noise and vibration control
of a RoRo passenger ferry • Identification of
noise transmission in a ship • Prediction of
underwater radiated noise by machinery
vibration for SWATH vessels • Prediction of
underwater propeller noise using coupled
potential based panel method and time domain
acoustic analogy • Development of low noise
hydraulic excavator • Improvement design of
lift truck cabin in terms of booming noise by
experimental and simulation techniques •
Power train noise analysis and chassis design
for the noise reduction of electrical forklift truck
• Estimation of distribution measuring of noises
in the MRI device operation • Noise source
contribution analysis on the tractor pass-by
noise • Analysis and design modification of
failed blade in power plant • Noise
characteristcs of a farm tractor • Wind turbine
noise: An engineering problem for the
environmental affinity • Modal parameters
from a wind turbine wing by operational modal
analysis

PHYSICAL PHENOMENA
Experimental study of the sound pressure
distribution in water generated by travelling
wave sources • Dynamic responses of buried
corrugated steel plates under blast loads •
Green function for an isotropic linear elastic
medium with random shear • Frequency
dependence of high-frequency bottom
reflection loss • Localization for complex
radiating source using self-defining scan vector
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• Propagation properties of high velocity
pseudo surface acoustic waves on ST-cut
quartz substrates and the effects of metallic
layer thickness • Analysis of snapping shrimp
noise in the Korean coast of the Yellow Sea
• Correlations between acoustic properties
and bone density in bovine cancellous bone
• Characteristics of the wall shear-stress
fluctuations in a turbulent boundary layer
with transverse curvature • Experimental
research on thermo-acoustic tube • QPSK
system performance in underwater acoustic
communication channel • Mechanism of
impinging tone generation by circular jets
• Prediction of turbulent boundary layer
broadband noise from a rotor • Characteristics
of flow-induced noise around a sphere • An
analysis of screech tone noise from supersonic
jet using optimized compact scheme •
Aeroacoustic noise computation of turbulent
cavity flows • Efficient time domain aeroelastic
analysis using system identification •
Measurements of turbulent boundary layer wall
pressures and radiated sound from a compliant
coated wall • Investigation of rocket firing
noise in a 3D enclosure • Numerical study
on mode transition of open cavity with lids •
Characteristics of wall pressure fluctuations
in a turbulent boundary layer after blowing or
suction • Large-scale vortical structure and
its dipole sound source of turbulent separation
bubble over a backward-facing step affected by
unsteady wake • Experimental and numerical
study of spatial coherence of surface pressure
on a square cylinder for numerical aerodynamic
noise prediction • Dynamic characteristics
of hollow fiber membrane modules in axial
flow using PZT actuator and PVDF sensor •
Sound sources of the screech tone radiated
from circular underexpanded jet oscillating
in helical mode • Effect of notched nozzle on
acoustic characteristic of under-expanded
jets • Automobile noise involving feedback:
Numerical simulation of the aeroacoustic field
generated by low speed cavity flows • Effect
of rotor rotational speed on blade-vortex
interaction noise • A study of flow induced
noise for multilayered cylinder due to turbulent
boundary layer • Shallow water ambient
noise in the Korean Sea • Chaotic analyses
of oceanic ambient noise and underwater
acoustic signals • Acoustic noise generated
by KSR-III exhaust gases • Sizing design
sensitivity analysis and optimization of radiated
noise from a thin-body • Interaction of a weak
shock with strong vortices in the compressible
shear layer • Effect of the jet shear layer
on tailpipe radiation • Power conversion
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efficiency of airborne ultrasonic parametric
array • Application of the radiosity method to
acoustical diffraction study at a high frequency
range • Group-phase speed structure of
acoustic propagation in a fluctuating ocean
• An in-duct method for determination of
oblique incidence reflection factors • Sound
propagation close to ground surface before and
after sunrise in late winter and prediction of
excess attenuation by CN-PE using momentary
meteorological data • An engineering method
which considers terrain features in long range
sound propagation models • Evaluation
of excess ground attenuation considering
meteorological conditions • Effects of surface
roughness on outdoor acoustics • Improved
method of evaluating surface diffusivity of
rooms • Prediction of sound in long enclosures
• The effect of impedance patch position
on the sound field of an acoustically small
cavity • Increased source positioning and
enhanced monitor sound field using alternative
loudspeaker placement • Source arrays for the
realization of broadband sound fields in ducts
• Acoustic radiation from curved intake using
high-order, high-resolution numerical methods

NOISE CONTROL ELEMENTS (for
path noise control)
Aeroacoustics associated with twin jet
impingement on a jet blast deflector • The
acoustic coupled instability at the propulsion
test facility for KSR-III rocket • The coupling
effect of electrorheological liquid placed
between two barriers on sound transmission
loss under DC voltage • A linear control
strategy using H-infinitive methodology
to an AMB system with a flexible rotor •
Improvement of noise barrier efficiency • On
the effectiveness of balconies as noise barriers
• An investigation of 3D acoustic flow around
barriers • A study of the use of balconies in
screening road traffic noise • A computational
approach for assessing the acoustic
performance of barriers in a long industrial
space • Analysis of acoustic intensity around
the barrier • A two dimensional acoustic
barrier analysis using VDPD in comparison
with the BEM • Numerical analysis on noise
attenuation performance of embankments
• A numerical technique for assessing the
performance of noise barriers with 3-D
modeling • The efficiency of the noise barrier
with 2-D tube array top shaped • The use of
MLS based methods for characterising the
effectiveness of noise barriers and absorptive
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road surfaces • Effect of plate radiation on
insertion loss of sound barrier by mobility test
• Efficiency of absorptive louver • The study
on interference effects on noise barriers edge
for traffic noise reduction • Investigation
for insertion loss of noise barrier for sound
source moving at high speed • Acoustic
performance of parallel barriers in urban
environments • Jet noise reduction by using
a spherical reflector • Improvement of noise
screens using actively controlled headpieces
• A comparison of differences in highway
noise barrier design between STAMINA and
TNM • A new absorptive roadside barrier for
traffic noise mitigation • Sound transmission
through lined, composite fuselage structures:
Honeycomb sandwich panel and lining
treatments • Variation of sound transmission
loss of multilayered walls with flow resistivity
of porous material • Improvement of the
sound transmission loss of a double glazing
by using thermo viscous effect • Sound
transmission loss through walls and doors
• An experimental study on noise source
characteristics in a muffler with pulsating
flow • Flow through a nonuniformly perforated
pipe • Control of cavity stiffness by magnetic
forces • Drum silencer with shallow cavity
filled with helium • Aeroacoustic performance
of perforated tube with oblique perforation
• Redesign of exhaust muffler to improve
noise and pressure loss characteristics • A
new concept for reducing sound reflection
coefficient at a duct open end • Effect of nonuniform perforation in the concentric resonator
on the transmission loss and back pressure
• Optimal layout of exhaust systems for the
reduction of low-frequency noise • Acoustical
performance of the lined rectangular plenum
chamber • Acoustical characteristics of
mufflers with an extended inlet and outlet •
Three-dimensional analysis of mufflers with
conical ducts: Analytical, numerical and
experimental studies • A nonlinear Helmholtz
resonator model including bias flow effects •
Sound attenuation in rectangular duct using
rectangular slit-like short expansion • The
use of genetic algorithms to optimize the
performance of thin membrane absorbers
• Bridge vibration and thermal conduction
control using Smart Metal Absorptive Panel
Method (SMAPM) • Development of sound
absorbing technology for the reduction of
noise in the railway tunnel • Maximizing
automotive insulation performance using fiber
composites • On the characteristics of sound
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absorption for light-through sound absorption
sheet and the applications to large space •
Waste rubber for noise reduction • Sound
absorption characteristics of membrane-based
sound absorbers • Experimental investigation
of acoustic absorption • A transfer matrix
method for estimating the sound absorption
performance of multiple layer perforated
panel absorbers • Absorptive characteristics
of resonator panel for low frequency noise
control, and its applications. • Techniques for
evaluation and improvement of the acoustical
performance of poroelastic materials • Motion
of porous materials with metallic skeleton
• Implementations of the innovative silent
pavement concepts on motorways and urban
roads • Change in noise reduction effect of
drainage asphalt pavement (B-difference
passenger cars and heavy trucks) • Measuring
method of sound reflection and absorption
characteristics based on the particle velocity
and its applications to measurements on such
as drainage pavement • Hearing protectors
attenuation at high level impulsive noise •
The influence of the period of use, storage,
and exposure to atmospheric conditions
on the protection achieved by ear-muffs •
Implementation of robust hybrid feedback
FxLMS active noise cancellation headset •
A study of the 3-dimensional impulse wave
discharged from a right-angle pipe bend • Induct insertion loss of commonly used porous
absorbers • An acoustic noise canceller using
lapped orthogonal transform • Development of
micro digital system for adaptive PPF algorithm
for active vibration control • Development of
active vibration isolation device • Development
of active vibration control compensator system
of ship structure • Adaptive control of firing
noise using off-line and on-line identification
techniques • On long term prediction for
active cellular speech emission control •
Optimization of advanced noise abatement
procedures • Convergence characteristics
of the multiple error filtered-x LMS algorithm
• Multi-mode piezoelectric shunt damping
of smart panels for noise reduction • Active
control of vortex-induced vibration of a square
cylinder in cross flow • Measurement of
Dash-8 run-up noise for local active noise
control • The implementation of two channel
active noise control with TMS320C206 •
New method to improve the secondary path
modeling accuracy for active noise control
systems • The study on the improvement of
the control performance of an automotive

intake noise using the active control method
• A new hybrid active noise control system:
Plant disturbance canceling adaptive structure
combined with narrowband adaptive noise
canceling structure • Active noise control in
three dimensional space using recurrent neural
networks • Experimental studies on active
noise control using smart structures • Optimal
design of active noise control systems in rooms
using the Image-GA method • Comparison
of two secondary source configurations for
active headrest • Active control system of
floor impulse noise for condominiums • An
active control system of ambulance siren by
means of loudspeakers mounted in headrest
• Comparison of feedforward, feedback,
and hybrid FxLMS for active noise control in
exhaust tunnel • 3-dimensional active noise
control using fast-converging algorithms • A
study on active noise control in the cabin of
an agricultural tractor • Adaptive controllers
for multichannel feedforward control and their
application to the active control of ship interior
noise • Feedforward active noise control
systems with online secondary-path modeling
• Active noise control experimental results
with FxGAL algorithm • Stabilized recursive
LMS algorithms for active noise control
• Transducer arrays for active structural
acoustic control • Design criterion of feedback
controller for hybrid control with parametric
uncertainty

VIBRATION AND SHOCK:
GENERATION, TRANSMISSION,
ISOLATION, AND REDUCTION
Realization of 12-axis vibration measurement
on the seat according to the ISO2631-1
standard • Development of a six degree of
freedom electro vibrator for human vibration
experiment • Tissue stiffness measurement
using vibrational force in medical ultrasound
imaging system • The characterization
of residual stress in isotropic plates by
means of multi-directional inspection • An
experimental study on ground vibration
isolation using a model • An application of
quantitative feedback theory in a 3D active
vibration isolation platform • Vibration
analysis and design of off-line servo track
writer • A study on vibration characteristics
caused by backlash of gearbox in escalator
with chain-sprocket drive mechanism •
Impact responses of two colliding structures
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considering sensor dynamics • Development
of multi-DOF ultrasonic actuators for surgical
tools • Application of directional short-time
Fourier transform for condition monitoring
of rotating machinery • Driveline design
parameter study for shudder vibration
reduction • Nonlinear vibration of running
viscoelastic belts • Theoretical analysis
and proposition of a technique to reduce a
self-excited vibration of automotive shock
absorber • Probabilisitc approach to analyze
vibration localization phenomena for periodic
structures • Random vibration control of
flexible plates using anisotropic piezoelectric
actuators • Torsional instabilities and
nonlinear oscillation of a system incorporating
a Hooke’s joint: 2DOF-model • A generalized
modal analysis of asymmetrical rotor system
using modulated coordinates • Nonlinear
dynamic model establishment of deployable
missile control fin • Modal analysis of
square plate in several boundary conditions
• Vibration power flow analysis in structure
networks with compliant and dissipative joints
• Theoretical and experimental investigation
of vibrational behavior of Vibro-flot •
Performance capabilities of Markov, Kohonen
and discriminant networks in forecasting
and monitoring of acoustic fatigue failures of
aircraft structures • The effect of the number
of nodal diameters on non-linear interactions in
two asymmetric vibration modes of a circular
plate • An improved approach for vibration
analysis of beam with partial VEM patch
treatment • Measurement and analysis of
vibration energy flow on compressor casings
• Do constrained polymer layers really reduce
the radiated noise? • Vibration analysis and
measurement for running blades in a steam
turbine rotor • Structure optimization using
coupling position of substructure based on
measured frequency response functions
• Sound reduction in external and internal
domains by minimizing a single performance
functional • Magnetostrictive sensor applied
modal testing for pipe • System identification
of structural acoustic system using the scale
correction • Prediction of vibration response In
one-dimensional structures by using a modified
travelling wave method • Estimation method
of impact location in a plate using Wigner-Ville
distribution • Multi-phase neuro-identification
using virtual model generation • Singleplane and multi-plane rotor balancing using
frequency response method • Vibration control
of an engine hood on a tractor • Absorption
machine noise and vibration characterization
• Regeneration and accumulation of unsprung
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mass energy by means of electrohydraulic
dashpot • Dynamic property of squeeze film
damper using magneto-rheological fluid •
Characteristics of squeeze type mount using
magneto-rheological fluid • Reduction of
vibration power transmission in high frequency
range by modifying rotational stiffness of
isolators • Coupling of flexural and longitudinal
waves in an infinite beam due to a matched or
non-matched piezoelectric actuator/sensor
pair (Part I. Theory) • Coupling of flexural and
longitudinal waves in an infinite beam due
to a matched or non-matched piezoelectric
actuator/sensor pair (Part II. Experiment)
• Design of active controller for reducing
automotive driver seat small amplitude vertical
vibration • Measurement and control of
flow-induced vibration using optical fiber
sensors and piezoelectric actuators • Active
control on dynamic properties of a rectangular
beam • Development of a bearingless
permanent-magnet synchronous motor •
Tri-axial dynamic description of vibration
isolators • Analysis of damping treatment with
viscoelastic materials • Vibration reduction of
water pump system by double-deck damping
structure • Optimum placement of passive
constrained layer damping for vibration
control of smart plate • Measurements of
dynamic properties of viscoelastic materials
• Dynamic characteristics and seismic
response of adjacent steel frames linked by
discrete friction-viscoelastic dampers • Rattle
simulation and improvement of damper-spring
module • Damping loss factor determination
and prediction for laminated beams •
Analysis of modal characteristics in subframe
with dynamic absorber • On damping in
viscoelastic core sandwich panels with 90
laminated composites faces • Vibration control
of full-scale steel frame structure with added
viscoelastic dampers • Length optimization
of constrained/unconstrained damping layers
for beams using the RKU equivalent model •
On the mechanical-electrical hybrid passive
damping treatments • Design of a vibration
absorber for an elastically suspended rigid
body with planes of symmetry • Optimal design
of the dynamic absorbers for the suppression
of beam vibration excited by impulse • A high
intensity acoustic chamber for spacecraft
environmental tests • Evaluation of wholebody response to vibration exposure during
vehicle operation by compression stress
method prescribed in the proposal to ISO
2361-5 • Evaluation of hand-arm vibration of
swaging workers • Thermotactile perception
threshold testing for vibration-induced
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neuropathy in hand-arm vibration syndrome
patients • Evaluation of whole-body vibration
on comfort by Category Judgment Method • A
new quantitative method for measuring whole
human body vibrational ride injury index •
Estimation of dynamic response of the human
body sitting on urethane foam • Prevention
method for acoustically induced vibration and
fatigue failures in process piping systems •
A preliminary study on effects of posture on
percentage finger systolic blood pressure
assessing peripheral vascular function for
diagnosing hand-arm vibration syndrome •
Dynamic load factor for floor vibration due to
lively concerts • Experimental investigation
on the mechanical impedance and apparent
mass during exposure to whole-body vertical
vibration for Korean-seated postures • A
systematic comparison of different seats on
shuttle cars used in underground coal mines
• Modelling of human body with the spinal
column by multi body approach • Guidance for
British employers on European requirements for
control of risks from vibration at work • Effect
of different handle temperature on temporary
threshold shift of fingertip vibration sensation •
Aspects concerning the mechanical vibration
propagation in concrete • Measures against
road traffic originated ground vibration and
assessment of their perfomances

IMMISSION: PHYSICAL
ASPECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL
NOISE CONTROL (multiple
sources and multiple paths)
Sound system design of conference hall
in International Convention Center Jeju •
Experimental assessment of noise from
expansion joints in bridges • Control of
sound exposure of workers in car damage
repair companies • Scientific analysis and
optimization of shell structures for low noise
design • Acoustical characteristics of semiopen stadium • Room acoustic design in
international convention center Jeju • Window
design of educational facility exposed to the
aircraft noise • Variations of impact sound
reduction by floor coverings on Ondol •
Survey on the vocabularies for evaluating the
floor impact sound insulation performance in
apartment houses • Resonance system effect
on the acoustic field in the layered shell • Field
measurement and rating of airborne sound
insulation for moving wall installed convention
center in Jeju island • Vibration control of
a building structure using H8-based robust
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control • Diagnosis of multi-path structureborne sound transfer from resiliently mounted
machinery in high-rise building • Acoustic
measurements in an arcade • Ankara MetroBotanic station acoustics study • Subjective
evaluation of floor impact noise isolation •
Experimental study on the measurement of
sound insulation of building facades • A
new method for objective evaluation of step
noise on floor coverings • A study on the
floor panel designs with curved surface to
minimize the noise and vibration • Architecture
acoustic measurements and design: A church
and an auditorium • Acoustic properties of
multi-purpose stadium • Effect of the solidborne sound on sound-insulation and the
sound-insulating performance of the vibration
isolated structure • Ways to improve the
acoustic comfort in an open plan solution • A
renewed look at open office acoustical design
• Characterisation of floor impact sources •
Noise reduction by balcony in high-rise building
• Milal Concert Hall: Ceramic Palace for sound
scattering • Acoustical design of brass band
school concert hall in Ankara • Effective
noise control for residential area in the Han
Riverside Road • Traffic noise associated
with military training areas • Problem of
noise in open urban spaces • Measurement
and analysis of the radiated sound from the
elevated bridges of different type • The
management of shooting noise on German
military training areas • Traffic noise is a
pollution problem • Time-frequency analysis
and its application to loose part monitoring
system in a nuclear power plant • Reduction
of transient vibration via structural dynamics
modification for H2 cooling pipe system in a
power plant • Verification of a hybrid model
for shipboard noise predictions • Acoustic
impact evaluation and mitigation of cement
production factories • Soundmonograph as a
description of soundscape • Discrimination of
aircraft noise using sound arrival direction for
unattended noise monitoring • GIS data preprocessing in Westminster City noise mapping
• Large scale noise mapping—strategies
and examples • Noise mapping for cities: An
example using EU-approach • Noise level in a
middle-size town and implementation of noise
control measures • Aircraft noise at monitoring
stations under flight paths in Hong Kong •
Data exchange protocol for road traffic noise
model in Hong Kong • A simplified method of
noise mapping in accordance with EU Directive
2002/49/EC • Traffic noise on arterial street in
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Belo Horizonte City: A comprehensive database
• Develop the acoustic soundscapes for less
adverse health effects • Site selection for
noise monitoring in areas on the side of airport
• The colors of urban noise: A new concept
of monitoring • Measurement of sound
environments in shopping spaces of large-scale
stores • Integrated monitoring of aircraft noise
at Narita Airport • Evaluation method of road
traffic noise in a large area by using GIS—in
case of Tokyo metropolitan area • Sound levels
measurements at leisure activities • Actual
sound pressure levels at pop-music concerts:
Historical review from 1970s to the present •
Does the soundscape concept have real utility?
• Why do residents not consider information
from Community Broadcast Systems as noise?:
From the viewpoint of soundscape study •
Using GIS in noise exposure analysis • GIS
and noise mapping—introduction to session •
Software strategies in noise mapping • Noise
and vibration assessment near underground
railways • Noise mapping and follow-up action
plans • Soundscape analysis based on sound
survey • Noise mapping using measured noise
and GPS data

IMMISSION: EFFECTS OF NOISE
Acoustic noise effect on stone fragmentation
• Overview of ICBEN 2003—8th International
Congress on Noise as a Public Health Hazard
• A questionnaire about stress and hearing
impairment among Finnish musicians •
Transmitted force estimation of the prototype
HIF device considering the human behavior •
The microphone system for near whispering
• Recreational noise—the hidden and
ignored factor • A fundamental study on the
auditory characteristics of amberjack, Seriola
dumerili, around the coast of Jeju island •
Process for effective optimization of acoustic
characteristics of automotive interior • Speed
and RPM controlled changes of speech
intelligibility: A new computerized method for
measuring the communication quality of car
interior sound • Auralization in noise control
• The preference of the environmental sounds
suitable for urban public space • Survey on the
vocabularies for evaluating the room acoustic
performance in Catholic church • Road traffic
noise perception influenced by the visual
information • Korean phonology for letter-tosound rules • Approaches and infrastructure
for automotive NVH research at UC-SDRL •

Development of the sporty sound by tuning
the intake and exhaust system in sports car •
Relation between the image of long-term noise
and the perception of short-term noise • How
do residents describe symbolic noise?: A case
study of an area of traditional textile industry in
Japan • Measurement of bus terminal noise
and passengers’ perceptions of noise impacts
in Kuwait • New aspects on exterior vehicle
noise • Residents’ expectations concerning
external vehicle noise in a Berlin-Soundscape •
Survey on the health effects of aircraft noise on
the residents around new Tokyo International
Airport (Narita Airport) • Sound power levels
of musical instruments and the estimation of
the influence on players’ hearing ability • The
effects of wind noise and radio communications
on the hearing of occupational motorcyclists
• Risks of some non-auditory health effects of
road traffic noise • Non-occupational noise
and the auditory function in adolescents •
SEM observation for the damage of inner hair
cell stereocilia of Guinea Pig cochlea after loud
tone exposure • The effect of vehicle’s interior
noise on driver’s psychological characteristic
• Nuisance produced by public services in city
• Effects of sound signal that precedes visual
sign on ease of directional cognition under
noisy environment • Relationship between
auditory impression and onomatopoeic features
of environmental sounds • The interfering
effect of an auditory task on performance of
a visual-motor task • Acoustic ecology of
warning chimes used for television newsflashes • A study of sleep disturbance in a
subject’s house using recorded traffic noises
• An experiment on auditory and non-auditory
disturbances caused by railway and road traffic
noises • Noise rating scale construction for
personal computers and vehicles by a new
inductive method • The relationship between
vibratory sensation and body surface vibration
induced by complex low-frequency noise
composed of two pure tones • Application of
psychoacoustic model to determine perception
threshold of infrasound in the presence of
background noise • An analysis of rumble
noise in passenger vehicle compartment •
Subjective evaluation of computer noises •
Evaluation on the noise of HDD • Investigation
on method to find spectral components of
hearing sensation correlated to noise source
• Memory of the loudness of sounds using
sketch method • The effect of visibility of
sound sources on the loudness evaluation of
an environment sound • The roles of general
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body sensitivity, noise sensitivity, and general
annoyance in predicting reaction to aircraft
noise • On the influence of low frequencies
on the annoyance of noise from neighbours
• A new indicator of the aerodynamic noise
annoyance due to motor vehicle open-windows
conditions • Development of annoyance model
of noise using the artificial neural network •
Comparison between perceived annoyance
measured inside a car passing through
different test asphalt pavements over an Italian
highway • Subjective annoyance of noise
stimuli in relation to the factors extracted from
the interaural crosscorrelation function • First
results of the Swiss Noise Study 2000: Aircraft
noise annoyance in the neighbourhood of the
airport Zurich-Kloten • The relation between
annoyance with aircraft noise in an outdoor
recreational setting and being annoyed by
noise at home • Noise induced annoyance
and stress: Advantages and shortcomings of
acute and chronic exposure designs • Noise
robust stochastic features using multi-band
spectral subtraction for speech recognition
• Acoustic modeling for Korean language
vocabulary-independent speech recognition
system • Noise reduction for Korean
connected digit recognition thru telephone
speech • Evaluation of sound quality of porous
intake noise • Concepts behind sound quality:
Some basic considerations • Sound quality
evaluation of booming noise in passenger
cars • Rumbling noise index for sound quality
analysis of a passenger car using artificial
neural network • Effects of audible tones on
the quality of machinery noise • Sound quality
evaluation for the refrigerator and the air
conditioning system • Experiences on building
acoustics quality in Belgian residences •
Impact assessment of environmental vibration
of buildings under construction near subways
by using semi-empirical method • A study on
the near airport residents response to aircraft
noise • Soundscape and community noise
in Auckland City • Sydney airport health
study: Comparison of community reaction to
noise soon after and six years after changed
exposure • An examination of the predictive
(mediating, moderating) role of perceived air
pollution as a factor in reaction to aircraft noise
• Traffic noise in Beijing: The history and some
new phenomena • Acoustic environment in
residential area adjacent to outdoor subway
railway • Multidisciplinary study of noise
nuisance in urban spaces • The concept of
privacy through urban space noise: Study
case of the old city of Constantine (Algeria) •
Community response to Shinkansen railway
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noise • Public interaction on noise issues
concerning renovation of an existing private
railroad in a megalopolis (Tokyo) • Community
response to urban noise in public spaces
at Rio de Janeiro City, Brazil • Historical
development and current status of exposureresponse • Soundscape and community noise
annoyance in the context of environmental
impact assessments • Environmental noise
and personal noise exposure • Regional
symbiosis measures at Narita Airport • GIS
use in noise impact screening for an 18000
km area • Managing the environmental
impact assessment process—a Hong Kong
perspective • Examination of future aircraft
noise—enabling the public to more effectively
participate in airport planning processes •
Some remarks on indices of dose-response
to community noise • Noise assessments:
Interaction with the public; simplicity and truth
will help • The development of an objective
rating for turbocharger noise • Acoustic
properties of the traffic center of Incheon
International Airport • Urban noise assessment
methodology for acoustic maps: Measurements
or simulation? • A method of reasoning which
discovers general noise rating scales from
particular words acquired with Internet search
• Establishment of criteria on floor impact
sound insulation for apartment housing in
Korea • Psychoacoustical evaluation of the
noises in interior residential spaces

ANALYSIS
Sound as a main medium for information
transmission • Local pressure increase in
acoustic test • On the possible application of
doubly corrugated plates in advanced SAW
devices • The effect of head movement on
localization performance in 3D sound system:
Sensitivity analysis on sphere HRTF • A
practical improvement study of vibration and
noise control for equipment and environment •
Characteristic of sound insulation in the
simplified test apparatus • Two-wave mixing
interferometer for broadband ultrasound
detection • Sound field visualization system
using a handheld scanning microphone • USB
interface: New possibilities in the design of the
sound and vibration measurement systems •
Dynamic characteristic improvement of 3-axis
actuator in optical pickup • Recent advances
in optical microphone and accelerometer
technology • The Microfon as a roughness and
wetness sensor of the road in automotive
applications • A new method for measuring
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the characteristic frequencies of high power
piezoelectric transducers • Numerical models
of miniature loudspeakers • Estimation of the
uncertainty for the comparison calibration of
accelerometer • Analysis of loudspeaker by
computational and experimental approaches •
Development of a space saving loudspeaker
with low frequency enhancement •
Development of the simulation program to
analyze acoustic characteristics of a miniature
loudspeaker • Acoustic and vibration
characteristics of a micro speaker through the
electro-magnetic field analysis • Directivity
characteristics of loudspeaker in home-theater
system • Study of the acoustical properties as
a function of back cavity for loudspeaker •
Structural design process for a cabinet of
home-theater system using the Six Sigma
method • Design of an integrated multimedia
portable noise monitoring system •
Measurement system for blast sound absorbers
using the shock tube technique • About the
acoustic transmission loss measurement
system with 4-microphones using impedance
tube • Improving of measuring method using
hard board • An application of the twomicrophone impedance tube method to the
transmission loss measurement of sound
isolation sheets • Contribution analysis of
structure-borne sound by the multiple spectrum
analyses • 3D position sensing system based
on acoustical signals • Measurement of four
pole parameters for hybrid modeling of acoustic
systems • Measurements of acoustic
performance and related material data: Keys to
consistent acoustical quality today and optimal
performance in the future • Array and
subtraction methods for characterising vehicle
power train noise: An investigation for the
European Harmonoise project • Aircraft noise
immission measurements with a microphone
array and intensity based aperture synthesis •
Application of the Long-TSP Method to sound
propagation measurements • Determination of
emission sound pressure levels using
parameters of substitute models of machines •
Uncertainty evaluation model for an automated
sound level meter calibration in an anechoic
room • Automation of the sound level meter
calibration in a free-field condition • Outdoor
measurement of wind noise reduction with
experimentally-built sound level meter enclosing types of windscreens • Fast
determination of free-field response of sound
level meters conforming to IEC 61672 •
Numerical evaluation of the three-dimensional
envelope intensity method • Measurements of
structural intensity associated with in-plane
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vibrations in beams and plates • Acoustic
intensity optimization using source array • A
numerical investigation of the influence of
windscreens on sound intensity measurements
• Measurement of the residual pressureintensity index with extreme precision •
Detection of sound radiated from a specific
device using hand-held sensor probe for
surface intensity measurements—Precision of
measurements in noisy environments • Sound
intensity measurements of transient noise in
presence of extraneous noise • Study on
precision improvement of acoustic intensity
spectrum • Three-dimensional sound intensity
vector using a variable directional microphone
system for identifying each effective •
Dynamic capability of sound intensity
measurements at high frequencies • Sound
power levels and running patterns of
accelerating cars based on new measuring
method • Error characteristics of determining
sound power using sound intensity
measurement with the orthogonal scanning
path • Measurement error caused by the
number of discrete measurement points on the
sound power level using sound intensity •
Accuracy in determination of sound power
levels of low noise small fans by the crossspectrum method • Pass by noise test site
variability • Architectural acoustics laboratory
• Analysis for correlation of sound absorption
coefficient at inter-reverberation chambers •
Random multi-microphones structure for
acoustic measurement in a reverberant
chamber • Study of the methods measuring
sound absorption coefficients of materials in a
reverberation room • A computational
investigation on diffuseness of sound fields in
testing rooms for ISO by finite element method
• Acoustical source localization of launch
vehicle by line microphone array • Confidence
measure for recognition error • A strategy for
signal recognition under rough conditions •
Sound source localization system using
explicitly adaptive time delay estimator and
mechanically steerable microphones •
Estimation of direction of arrival from two noise
sources • Detection of noise sources in a
cavitation tunnel by using beam-forming
method • Fundamental study on sound source
localization and restoration—introduction of
blind source separation and inverse filtering •
Research about voice signal energy detection
in background noise environment • Two signal
processing methods intended for utilizing the
standard Gaussian distribution in the stochastic
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evaluation of room acoustics and lighting •
Development of a diagnostic system for a
fueling machine • Speech signal enhancement
based on the frequency domain binaural model
• Development of visualization system for fast
moving noise sources with array microphones
and a synchronized visual line sensor • Timescale and time-frequency analysis of complex
noise scenarios by means of Wavelet and
“smoothed” Wigner-Ville transforms • Wavelet
speech enhancement based on voiced/
unvoiced decision • A study on the pitch
detection of under the noise environment in
time-frequency domain • Integration of ARTKohonen neural network and case-based
reasoning for intelligent diagnosis system •
Robust voice activity detector using SNR
dependent threshold • Experimental results on
underwater digital data transmission •
Methods of making bright or dark sound zone •
A new method for acoustic beamforming using
point sources • Computational reduction of
SPLICE using QSNR • Acoustic echo
cancellation with double-talk detector in
subbands • A study on development of real
time diagnosis system of small DC motor •
Psychoacoustically motivated subspace
speech enhancement • Acoustic source
localization in 2D cavity flow using a phased
microphone array • Pitch analysis and
detection in noisy environment • Impulse
source localization in the noisy environment •
Pattern optimization of focused beamformer for
microphone arrays • Nearfield source
localization in an underwater anechoic basin
with free surface reflections • Imaging
aeroacoustic source distributions • Wavelet
analysis of sound propagation in fluid-filled
viscoelastic pipes • Synthesis of room
responses using virtual source distribution with
application in 3D audio reverberator design •
LMS-based algorithms for automobile engine
sound profiling • Adaptive control scheme for
a miniature array using two omni-directional
microphones • Transmission-component
monitoring and comparison of two artificial
neural network schemes • Localization of
noise source and primary reflections in a room
using a spherical array and aggregate
beamforming technique • Improvements of
cross spectral beamforming • Speech
enhancement based on joint pressure-velocity
signal processing • Non-destructive detection
of a defect in a concrete block • Development
of remote diagnostic monitoring system for
motor-operated valves • A fuzzy expert system

for fault diagnosis of rotating machinery •
Condition monitoring system for the
reciprocating compressor in refrigerator based
on power spectral density and artificial neural
network • A study on the development of an
SDMS (self-diagnostic monitoring system) for
air-operated valves • Multiscale ultrasonic
speckle suppression method using stationary
wavelet transform • Damage size estimation
by the continuous wavelet transform of bending
wave signals • Estimating the spatial
distribution of environmental noise levels from
a small sample • A comparison of adaptation
control strategies for generalized adaptive
noise reduction • A numerical technique for
the simulation of impulsive noise generation
and propagation • Mode shape scaling by
mass changes • Rapid estimation of noise
sources in complex systems • Detection of
impulsive fault signal by cumulant maximisation
• Sound design under the aspects of harmonic
theory • The effect of noise in learning prosody
of Korean sentences with artificial neural
networks • Application of differential evolution
method for a mechanical impacting source
signal restoration • Comparative study of
acoustic iterative inverse method for bubble
sizing in water • A probability theory based
method for modeling the diffuse reflection in a
room • Definition of corrective indexes in the
study of acoustic aeronautical impact for the
evaluation of the effects caused by
orographical characteristics • Enhanced
aircraft flight test data exploitation by
operational modal analysis • Condition
monitoring of rotor fault signals using hidden
Markov model • Four pole parameters for an
elliptical chamber having a perforated tube •
The noise source ranking in automotive vehicle
using inverse FRF method • A selective
approach in wave-based methods for multiscale problems • Acoustic source localization
based on pressure and particle velocity
measurements • Sound radiation and interior
noise analysis of vehicle structures using
PFBEM software • Modal analysis of two
identical rectangular plates coupled with water
• A new technique combining eigenfunction
expansions and boundary elements to solve
acoustic radiation problems • Model updating
using the feedback exciter: The design
procedures • Variance analysis of statistical
energy analysis • Coupling loss factor
evaluation using loss factor based on the SEA •
SEA Application at KOMPSAT-II • Statistical
energy analysis of ship structure-borne sound
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• Identification of Statistical Energy Analysis
parameters using genetic algorithm •
Automatic SEA model building using a 3D
topology approach • FEM updating using
ambient vibration data from a 48-storey building
in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada •
Numerical simulation of fully trimmed vehiclebody structure using an innovative finite
element solver facilitating the integration of
sound • Comparison of barrel-stave sonar
transducer simulations between a coupled FEBEM and ATILA • Large-scale sound field
analysis of architectural rooms by FEM with
BiCG-like techniques • FEM/BEM modeling of
microphones and its application to acoustic
primary metrology • Finite element
formulations for structural acoustics •
Development of PFFEM software—PFADS R3:
Applications to vehicle vibration analysis •
Magnetostrictive Terfenol-D material linear 3dimensional simulation using a coupled FEBEM • Tuning fork modal analysis and sound
pressure calculation using FEM and BEM • A
boundary element simulation tool for exterior
acoustical problems • Boundary integral
modelling of wide barriers in turbulent
atmosphere—comparisons with field
measurements • A Hybrid Analysis-Test Tool
(HATT) based on a novel Inverse Boundary
Element Method (IBEM) for the determination
of the optimal spectral characteristics of
complex • Boundary elements for room
acoustic measures • On the high-frequency
sound radiation from muffler surface using a
simplified BEM • BEM-based holographic
reconstruction with additional field information
• Development of PFBEM indirect method for
the analysis of radiating noise problems •
Design sensitivity analysis of the interior
spaces using the multi-domain BEM • Use of
inverse BEM for acoustic source modeling •
On importing geometries created in computer
aided design programs in acoustic boundary
element programs • Ambient modal analysis •
A theoretical argument of NAH method with
extra k-domain spectrums • Regularization
method of Patch nearfield acoustical
holography for planar geometry • Approaches
to Patch NAH • A study of the relevance of an
acoustic holography method using wavelets
based on extracted features from wavenumber
spectra • Low coherence acoustic holography
• Patch near-field acoustical holography using
a new statistically optimal method • Sound
field separation technique and its applications
in planar acoustic holography • Applications of
nearfield acoustical holography (NAH) for
powertrain noise sources • Influence of higher
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order shape functions in boundary element
methods for near-field acoustical holography •
Acoustic holography of a tuning fork using
inverse BEM • Reconstruction of acoustic field
in the distributed source boundary point
method based nearfield acoustic holography •
Use of additional scattering bodies in the NAH
based on the inverse BEM • Generalized scanbased nearfield acoustical holography and its
application • Investigation of a method for
estimating noise abatement by sound
absorption • Geometric post-processing of GIS
data • Development of combined CAA-CFD
algorithm for the efficient simulation of
aerodynamic noise generation and propagation
• Inverse numerical acoustics of a truck engine
• Solution of nonlinear vibration problem
containing fractional derivative • Highway
traffic noise prediction using the full compliant
method with ISO 9613 standard: Comparison
with experimental measurements • Binaural
transfer path analysis and interior noise
simulation for vehicle and testbench
measurements • Development of PFFEM
software—PFADS R3: (I) program structures
and functions • Advanced acoustic models for
aircraft noise propagation and impact
assessment • Prediction of hydrofoil cavitation
bubble behavior and noise • A time-domain
method for the simulation of acoustic wave
scattering by trailing edges • Analysis of tire
vibration by using a hybrid two-dimensional
finite element based on composite shell theory
• Documenting with data and documenting
data themselves • Simulation of traffic noise •
Motorway noise simulation based on
propagation analysis of noise perpendicular to
carriageway • Use of one-third octave-band
spectral data in community noise models •
Visualization of noise level prediction from
Bangkok expressway • Road traffic noise
prediction model around signalized
intersections • Dynamic evolution of the noise
emitted by a bimodal traffic flow • Efficient
prediction methods for the impulsive noise by a
high-speed train entering a tunnel using
Kirchhoff method • Variability of the predicted
reverberation times of a concert hall induced
by absorption coefficient uncertainties •
Evaluation of the modelling and auralization of
two concert halls • An efficient and general
algorithm for the acoustic analysis of silencers
• Accuracy of linear plane-wave acoustic
modelling of silencers • Modelling in-plane
and out-of-plane vibrations in disc brake squeal
• Measurement and analysis of the near-field
HRTF to develop an appropriate method for
interpolation between successive
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measurement points • Effect of speaker
position and microphone arrangement on the
robustness of stereophonic acoustic echo
cancellation • Influence of low frequency
noise on human mental performance • The
subjective effect of the Interaural crosscorrelation on the externalization of sound
images in headphone-based 3D sound system
• A qualitative performance comparison
between a new binaural microphone and a
traditional head and torso simulator •
Objective and subjective evaluations of a
binaural headphone reproduction system •
Investigation of preferred acoustics of a room
for Korean traditional music

REQUIREMENTS
Study on the behavior of vehicle noise emission
related to regulation effect, noise generation
levels, and yearly changing noise levels • The
international impact of the EU legislation on
environmental noise • The new framework
of EN Standards for traffic noise reducing
devices • Festival noise and noise regulation
in India • National standardization policy on
noise in Korea • Current state of Croatian
road traffic noise regulations and standards •
Ten years of noise legislation in France • An
overview of construction noise legislation •
Implementation of the Environmental Noise
Directive in the Netherlands • Enforcement
policy on noise control in Hong Kong •
Subjects of Noise Control Act and the local
government in Japan • Europe’s Directive
on noise from equipment used outdoors •
The European Union’s legislation on noise
immission • Implementation of noise policy
in the 15 Member States of the European
Union • The EU legislation on noise emission
• Transposition of EU Directive 2002/49/EC
in Germany • Comparing noise zoning
experiences in municipalities of several Italian
cities • Progress on developing a national
standard for a model community noise
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Axial fans: Noise modeling and
prediction

International Symposium on

Fan Noise
The Second International Symposium on Fan Noise, an International
INCE Symposium, will be held on 2003 September 23-25 at the new CETIM
Congress Center in Senlis, France.
Fans continue to present problems concerning noise emission and this
is exacerbated by their ever-widening applications both industrially and
domestically.
This second International Symposium offers an opportunity to examine
and review the progress that has been achieved over the past ten years
by workers in the field. It will be of particular relevance to designers,
installers, and users. All types of fans are considered except high-speed
fans in aeronautic propulsion applications.

Axial fans: Noise analysis,
source location

• Experimental aeroacoustic analysis of
efficient automotive engine cooling fan
systems
• Axial flow fan noise radiated by unsteady
radial forces
• Identification and control of noise
sources in a small axial-flow cooling fan
• Holographic visualization of noise
emissions from a small ducted fan
• Nearfield acoustic holography on an axial
flow fan

Axial fans: Source
identification from
measurement on blades

Presentations will be given in English with an English-French simultaneous
translation.

• Measurement of fluctuating velocity
around rotating blades to investigate
turbulent noise generation mechanism
• Measurement of surface fluctuations: A
tool to identify acoustic sources in fans
• Aerodynamic noise source on the axial
flow fan blade

The First International Symposium on Fan Noise was held in September
1992 in Senlis and attracted over 250 participants from 20 countries.

Axial fans: Fan design and
selection

The program of this three-day event will include two invited lectures and
65 technical papers presented in oral and poster sessions with significant
time left for discussion at the end of each oral session.

During the intervening decade, important progress has been made in
understanding, predicting, and reducing fan noise by improvements in
design and installation together with the extended use of control devices.
A list of subject areas and provisional paper titles is included here. More
information can be obtained from the Symposium Secretariat, Elisabeth
Cadinot, CETIM, Département des Relations Internationales, BP 80067,
60304 Senlis Cedex, France. Fax: +33 3 44 67 31 76; E-Mail: elisabeth.cadinot
@cetim.fr; Internet: www.fannoise2003.org
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• Comparison of three different
formulations of the acoustic analogy
applied to low-speed axial fans
• Aeroacoustic finite element simulation
around an axial fan
• Predictions of noise radiation from a
fan system: Connection between noise
generation and propagation
• Aeroacoustic study of axial fans using a
potential approach
• Prediction of the discrete noise due to the
blade-guide vane interaction

• Design of a low-noise axial fan
• A new fan for railway shunters
• A method of fan selection and sizing to
achieve reduced noise generation and
easier attenuation
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Towards broadband noise
prediction

• Broadband fan noise prediction using
single-airfoil theory—Part I: Theoretical
background
• Broadband fan noise prediction
using single-airfoil theory—Part II:
Experimental validation
• Non-stationary aerodynamic
measurements for aeroacoustic prediction
models of the trailing edge noise

Centrifugal and cross-flow
fans: Noise modeling and
prediction

• Numerical 2-D and 3-D methods for
computation of internal unsteady pressure
field and sound near field of fans
• An analysis of the unsteady flow field and
aeroacoustic noise of a cross flow fan
• Blade tonal noise prediction of variable
pitch cross flow fans by unsteady viscous
flow computation
• Aeroacoustic noise induced by HVAC
system: experimental and modeling
analysis

Centrifugal fans: Influence
of geometrical parameters,
impeller design

• Effect of inlet turbulators on backwardscurved impeller noise
• Influence of outlet angle of centrifugal
fan with inducer to the aerodynamic and
noise performances
• Influence of some geometrical parameters
on acoustical performance of centrifugal
fans
• Low-noise reversible rotation fan
• Noise generation by rotating stall and
surge in a vacuum cleaner suction unit
• Tonal noise sources identification in a
low-specified speed centrifugal fan

Tonal noise prediction:
Numerical approach

• Aeroacoustic analysis of fan noise: An
overview
• Development of fan design program for
high performance and low-noise fan
• Fan noise simulation in the time domain
• Investigation of the tonal noise radiated
by subsonic fans using the aero-acoustic
analogy
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Fan installation effects (I)

• A study of turbulence ingestion effects on
sound generation from an axial fan
• Aerodynamic and acoustic installation
effects in air conditioning systems
• Broadband forces caused by anisotropic
turbulence entering a turbomachinery
rotor
• Calculation of broadband fan noise due
to inflow turbulence employing noise
prediction models
• Prediction of the noise installation effect
induced by a bend at the inlet of an axial
flow fan

Fan energy consumption

• Fan systems in the European Union:
Energy consumption, energy saving
potentials, and CO2 emissions

Fan installation effects (II)

• Dipole source data for small axial-type
fans
• Synthesis of noise from a fan type source
placed in a complex installation
• Fan characterization techniques
• Investigation of acoustic loading for fans
via multi-port models
• Free-space measurement of tonal noise
components for duct-inlet/duct-outlet
installation of fans

Optimization of systems with
cooling fans

• Empirical noise prediction of electronic
cooling system
• Acoustic and thermal optimization
of systems including a fan and a heat
exchanger
• Operation and sound power
characteristics of cooling fans in
surrounding structures
• Development and design of silent,
heavily-cooled cabinets
• Optimization of an axial fan in a fan
system
• Experimental study of noise reduction
and increase of cooling fan performance
in a plasma display panel television
• Experiences in applying specific sound
power level based approach in electrical
equipment
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Active control

• Present and future for active control of
fan noise; treatment at source and in duct
• Active control of the blade passage
frequency noise level of an axial fan with
aeroacoustic sound sources
• Different concepts of active noise
attenuators in ventilation systems
• Application revelations in the use of
active duct silencers
• Active control of automotive axial flow
fan noise
• Active flow control to reduce the
tip clearance noise and improve the
aerodynamic performance of axial
turbomachines.

Case studies

• A system for calculating the
electromagnetic noise of a motor-driven
thin-blade fan
• Noise reduction methods for wall gasboilers
• Small fans that “rumble”—a case study
• Remedial low-frequency rooftop AHU
fan inlet condition and downstream
turbulence improvements to decrease
objectionable low-frequency noise
disturbance
• Performance evaluation of hotel package
terminal air conditioner retrofit noise
control
• Numerical and experimental study of 3D
unsteady flow of a lawn mower blade for
prediction of pressure pulsation and noise

Noise measurement and sound
quality
• Design of a streamlined microphone
holder for in-duct sound measurement
• An improved sampling tube for in-duct
fan sound measurement
• Sound quality evaluation of a fan
computer
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Asia-Pacific News

................................................................................ Marion Burgess, Asia-Pacific Editor

AUSTRALIA
Wespac8 Conference Proceedings

Quality papers,
presentations
make conference
a success

The Wespac8 Conference held in Melbourne
on 2003 April 7-9 was most successful, with an
attendance of over 250 persons from 22 countries.
This was in spite of the difficulties of the timing with
respect to international events such as the war in Iraq
and the concerns about the spread of SARS, which led
to around 40 last-minute withdrawals. An indicator
that WESPAC is truly an international event is that the
range of countries of the participants extended well
beyond the Western Pacific region. The success of the
conference resulted from the achievement of an ideal
balance between the technical content in the formal
sessions and the opportunities for informal discussions
during the social events.
After the three plenary speakers on the first morning
there were five parallel sessions for the three days of
the conference. Included in these sessions were six
distinguished papers and 10 keynote presentations
(each 40 minutes) plus over 200 invited and contributed
papers each of 20 minutes. It can be said that the
papers covered the full range of topics in acoustics
including environmental, architectural, psychological,
speech, underwater, instrumentation, ultrasonics,
sound quality etc. The high standard of the papers
and the presentations was a feature of the conference
commented upon by many of the participants. The full
papers are included on the proceedings CD, which is
available for purchase from the Australian Acoustical
Society at www.acoustics.asn.au.

Applicability of Test Data

A concern to some of the suppliers of acoustical
materials in Australia is the implication by some
companies that test data for a competitor’s product also
applies to their similar product. The supplier of the
product wonders if getting test data is a waste of time
and money or a valuable investment. The company
that paid for the test results may well lose a tender to
the lower cost product. The product, when installed,
may not have the performance because it actually does
not have the identical properties. The criticism and
lack of confidence in performance may then extend
to that type of product as a whole. It is impossible to
legislate to force suppliers to have tests done on their
own products. The common use of the words “or
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equivalent” on specifications allows for such practices.
It is up to acoustic consultants to be aware and to take
necessary steps to preserve their reputation and that of
reputable suppliers.

Control of Noise in the Music
Entertainment Industry

A revised version of the Code of Practice for Control
of Noise in the Music Entertainment Industry,
developed by WorkSafe Western Australia, is now
available. The original code released in 1999 has
been updated and minor changes made. The code
provides practical guidance on ways to assess and
reduce noise exposure in entertainment venues. It is
available from www.safetyline.wa.gov.au/pagebin/
codewswa0230.htm

Japan
A Meeting for Free Discussion,
INCE/Japan

“What should we do next for environmental noise
problems?” A meeting in free-discussion style was
held at Tokyo Institute of Technology on 2003 April
24, and was organized by Professor H. Tachibana, the
University of Tokyo. He said, “After the influential
revision of the Environmental Quality Standards for
Noise in 1999, noise policy is low-key these days,
while noise problems still exist. What is the next
action plan for a better environment?” In response
to his message, 40 participants in the meeting
individually gave their own opinion. The opinions
were given by engineers, researchers, and executive
officers of central and local governments. There
were no collective views published as a result of the
meeting. However there was interest in the following
issues:
• establishment of noise maps
• unification of noise descriptors for aircraft,
railways, road traffic, and outdoor machinery
• assessment of total annoyance due to combined
noise sources
• education of citizens for their own noise
management

ICA 2004

The 2004 International Congress on Acoustics
(ICA 2004) will be held in the Kyoto International
Conference Hall in Kyoto City on 2004 April 4-
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9. The technical program will consist of
plenary lectures, invited papers in structured
sessions, contributed papers, and an
exhibition from industry. The Congress
will cover all the fields of acoustics:
acoustical oceanography, acoustic signal
processing, animal bioacoustics, architectural
acoustics, ultrasound, engineering acoustics,
measurements and standards, musical
acoustics, noise and vibration control,
psychological and physiological acoustics,
speech and speech communication, and
underwater acoustics. The official language of
the Congress is English.
Kyoto is a beautiful city with traditional
culture. Everywhere in Kyoto you will
find interesting things and places to see.
Especially in April, cherry blossoms will
welcome you. In the Kyoto area there are a
large number of hotels offering a variety of
facilities and a wide range of room charges
for Congress participants. The Conference
Hall has convenient access from the Kansai
International Airport by airport express bus or
JR train and subway.
Key dates:
• Deadline for receipt of abstract—15 July
2003
• Notice of acceptance—30 September 2003
• Deadline for receipt of manuscript for
proceedings—1 December 2003
• Early registration—until 1 December 2003
For further information, contact: 18th ICA
Secretariat, Department of Environmental
Psychology, Graduate School of Human
Sciences, Osaka University, 1-2 Yamadaoka,
Suita, Osaka, 565-0871 Japan. Fax: +81 6
6879 8025; E-mail: secretariat@ica2004.or.jp;
Internet: www.ica2004.or.jp
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Pan-American News

......................................................................George Maling, Pan-American Editor

USA
News from Committee A1F04 on Transportation-Related Noise and Vibration

activities including presentations, discussion sessions,
workshops, and tours.

From the Chair
On behalf of all the members and friends of TRB
Committee A1F04, it is with great appreciation that I
extend to all officers and members of the Institute of
Noise Control Engineering of the USA, our thanks for
this opportunity to contribute to NNI, and to inform
your readers of our activities and mission. We look
forward to further collaboration and cooperation.

Further details on all aspects of the conference
(including registration forms) may be found on the
A1F04 website.

For more information about TRB Committee A1F04,
contact Ken Polcak, Chairman, TRB Committee A1F04,
Maryland State Highway Administration, Office of
Environmental Design, 707 N. Calvert Street, Baltimore,
MD 21202, USA; telephone, 410-545-8601; e-mail,
kpolcak@sha.state.md.us.

Committee
addresses
transportation
noise issues

The TRB
The Transportation Research Board (TRB) is a unit
of the National Research Council, a private, nonprofit
institution that is the principal operating agency of
the National Academy of Sciences and the National
Academy of Engineering. The Board’s mission is to
promote innovation and progress in transportation by
stimulating and conducting research, facilitating the
dissemination of information, and encouraging the
implementation of research results. One of the many
TRB standing technical committees is Committee
A1F04, which deals with transportation-related noise
and vibration from all modes; there are also three
standing subcommittees (highway, aircraft, and guided
rail transit).
To participate in TRB committee activities, or learn more
about the specific work and activities of Committee
A1F04 contact the Committee Chair, any of the
Subcommittee Chairs, or, for more information, visit the
A1F04 website at www.thewalljournal.com.
Upcoming Events
The Summer Meeting of Committee A1F04 will be
held on 2003 July 6-9 at the Westin Kierland Resort
in Scottsdale, Arizona. The conference activities will
commence on Sunday with an optional golf tournament
and evening welcome reception, and will include three
full days (Monday through Wednesday) of technical
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The 83rd Annual Meeting of TRB will take place in
Washington, D.C. in 2004 January. This meeting
includes technical presentations and activities
sponsored by the various standing technical committees
(including A1F04), meetings, and workshops.
Further information can also be obtained online at
www.nas.edu/TRB/. Abstracts for papers must be
received at TRB by 2003 August 01.
Environmental Research Needs
Every five years the TRB conducts an Environmental
Research Needs Conference to develop, select,
prioritize, and draft statements of research needs.
This is an effort to guide and promote research
funding for the most critical and pressing issues
and problems, as identified by the experts and
professionals in the various technical fields. In 2002
March, 13 members and associates of Committee
A1F04 participated in the conference work group to
address the topic of transportation noise. A total of
28 individual statements were adopted in the areas of
multimodal, aircraft, highway, and rail/transit noise.
The proceedings were published as TRB Conference
Proceedings 28, and can be obtained from TRB
through the Internet at national-academies.org/trb.
Aircraft Noise Subcommittee
The Subcommittee on Aircraft Noise is chaired by
Neal Phillips of the Metropolitan Washington Airports
Authority, Washington, D.C.
Contact information may be found on the A1F04
website, www.thewalljournal.com.
Highway Noise Subcommittee
The Federal Highway Administration Traffic Noise
Model (TNM)® Version 2.1 is now available. Phase 1
Validation is also complete. Information on these, and
other items related to the FHWA TNM® model, can be
found on the Internet at www.trafficnoisemodel.org.
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FHWA has recently initiated the Pilot Pavement
Program (FHWA PPP), which focuses research
on quiet pavement technology. Though there has
been much research done on the subject in Europe,
Japan, and the U.S., the start of the FHWA PPP is
an important and exciting step. Related work that
has been ongoing by the Arizona Department of
Transportation (ADOT) and California Department
of Transportation (CALTRANS) also has helped to
establish the basis for the FHWA PPP. So far, ADOT
and CALTRANS are the only two states that have
requested and received approval for participating in
the FHWA PPP. Highway noise measurements for the
FHWA PPP will begin in 2003 in Arizona.
More information can be obtained from FHWA through
Bob Armstrong (robert.e.armstrong@fhwa.dot.gov) or
through Committee A1F04.
The Chair of the A1F04 Highway Noise Subcommittee
Chair is Dr. Judith Rochat, of the US DOT Volpe Center
Acoustics Facility, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Rail/Transit Noise Subcommittee
Subcommittee Chair Jim Nelson of Wilson Ihrig &
Associates (WIA), Oakland, California, reports the
completion of an initial assessment of high-speed rail
corridor analyses for California. Five corridors were
studied, using GPS data and the FRA guidance manual.
More information can be obtained from Richard
Carman (rcarman@wiai.com). The results should be
available in the fall of 2003.
Favorable results have been obtained from the
noise impact mitigation design for the Hong Kong
rail system. The wayside noise produced by trains
running on a specially designed aerial structure were
low enough to meet wayside design criteria without
resorting to 100% enclosure. The design involved
sound barrier walls with acoustically absorptive shields
extended very close to the train body to trap sound
before it has a chance to propagate to the wayside.
Work has been completed on extensive ground
vibration impact analyses of the Sound Transit system
alignment through grounds of the University of
Washington. The approach included a combination
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of ground vibration forward and inverse propagation
tests, and analytical modeling of layered soils. Also
used were methods of combining predicted ground
borne vibration levels for trains with ambient statistical
vibration exceedance levels to determine the impact
of trains on ambient statistical vibration data. Work is
ongoing and is targeting potential impacts to sensitive
research laboratories.

Seminar on Forensic Acoustics

A one-day seminar on forensic acoustics will be
held on 2003 November 14 in Austin, Texas, USA
in conjunction with the meeting of the Acoustical
Society of America. The seminar is sponsored by
the Acoustical Society of America and the National
Council of Acoustical Consultants.

Forensic acoustics
is topic of
November seminar

This one-day seminar will bring together consultants,
lawyers, researchers, and others working in the field of
forensic acoustics. The topics will cover a wide range
of subjects, including how to succeed as an expert
witness. This seminar is offered as a follow-on to a
special technical session on forensic acoustics which
will be held at the meeting of the Acoustical Society of
America, also in Austin on November 10-14.
The seminar is intended for practitioners in virtually all
fields of acoustics. The legal system needs experts to
provide clear, concise, correct information on subjects
ranging from community noise impact to employee
noise exposure; from assessment of hearing damage
risk to the mechanisms leading to loss of hearing; from
product sound levels to the sound levels of warning
devices; from forensic phonetics to speaker recognition
and identification; from transportation noise generation
to the production of industrial noise levels, and more.
The objective is to acquaint participants in the proper
method of presentation, both in the courtroom and
before prospective clients. A special group of trial
attorneys and specialists in the field have been selected
to share their knowledge of providing support to expert
witnesses. Expert witnessing is an exacting and, at
times, grueling profession. These presenters will offer
insight into how expert witnesses should approach
their practices and what to expect from the attorneys
who require their services
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European News

. ..................................................................................................Bernard Berry, European Editor

EUROPE
WHO Reports Are Available

The World Health Organization (WHO) European
Regional Office for Europe has available three
pamphlets that can be obtained either in the French or
English language:
• Pamphlet #36: Noise and Health
• Pamphlet #37: Acoustic Measurement
• Pamphlet #38 Noise in Schools

Numerous
noise reports
available
online

For more information on these pamphlets, contact the
WHO Regional Office for Europe, 8, Scherfigsvej,
2100 Copenhagen 0, Denmark. Fax: +45 39 17 18 18.

UNITED KINGDOM
Department for Transport Reports
on Noise

The UK Department for Transport has recently issued
a number of reports related to noise. Information on
five reports is listed below.
• Department for Transport Proposals for
implementing European Directive 2002/30/EC on
rules and procedures for introducing noise-related
operating restrictions at community airports
www.aviation.dft.gov.uk/consult/noise/01.htm
• Department for Transport Proposals for changes
to the Preferential Use of Heathrow’s Runways at
Night
www.aviation.dft.gov.uk/consult/heathnight.03.htm
• UK Department for Transport—The Future
Development of Air Transport in the United
Kingdom
www.aviation.dft.gov.uk/consult.airconsult/se/
secondedition/summary/07.htm
• UK Department for Transport—The Future
Development of Air Transport in the United
Kingdom: A National Consultation South East
www.aviation.dft.gov.uk/consult/airconsult/se/
secondedition/main/annex.htm
• UK Department for Transport—Noise Exposure
Reports and Contours for Heathrow Airport 2000
www.aviation.dft.gov.uk/nec00/heathrow/04.htm
Other noise-related reports from the Department for
Transport may be found by going to the Department’s
aviation web site, www.aviation.dft.gov.uk, and
searching for “noise.”

London Noise Strategy is Available

On 2002 July 02, the Greater London Authority issued
The Mayor’s Draft London Ambient Noise Strategy,
which is a document of more than 200 pages. The
Strategy presents the current noise situation in London
and the objectives for a strategy in many different
areas. These include:
• road traffic noise
• railway noise
• aircraft noise
• noise on rivers and canals
• industrial noise
• spatial planning and urban design
• integrated noise management
The full report in either Portable Document Format
(PDF) or Rich Text Format (RTF) may be downloaded
from the Internet. Go to www.london.gov.uk/approot/
mayor/strategies/noise/ambient_noise_download.jsp

Environment Agency Issues Noise
Guidance

The Environment Agency for England and Wales
has, in cooperation with the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency, issued a document on noise
guidance. The document consists of two parts:
Regulations and Permitting and Noise Assessment
and Control. Part 1 outlines the main considerations
relating to the regulation and permitting of noise, and is
aimed primarily at the information needs of regulators.
Part 2 describes the principles of noise measurement
and prediction, as well as the control of noise by
design, operational and management techniques, and
abatement technologies. The full report may be found
on the Internet. Go to www.environment-agency.gov.
UK/business/techguide/ippc/horizontal/353166/?versi
on=1&lang=_e. There is a summary at this URL, and
the full report can be downloaded by clicking on the
report title.

Environment Pollution Report

The Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution
has issued a special report on the environmental
effects of civil aircraft in flight. The primary interest
is the impact of aircraft on atmospheric pollution—
particularly pollution that could result in climate

continued on page 72
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INCE Update
INCE/USA
INCE/USA to Offer Online Technical
Paper Retrieval

Professor Courtney Burroughs of The Pennsylvania
State University proposed to the INCE/USA Board of
Directors a project to make available online technical
papers from INCE/USA-sponsored meetings. The
benefits of online publication vs. publication on CDROM were the subject of an editorial by me in the
2002 September issue of this magazine. Two responses
in the form of letters to the editor were received, and
are reproduced to the right. The INCE/USA Board of
Directors has now approved the Burroughs plan for
online publications as announced below. Our CDROM projects will continue, and papers on CD-ROM
will continue to be distributed at our meetings and be
available post-conference to those who prefer that form
of publication.—George Maling, Managing Editor.

NOISE-CON and INTER-NOISE
Proceedings Papers Online

Although papers from NOISE-CON and INTERNOISE meetings held over the last dozen years are
available on CDs, without access to a complete set
of these CDs, it is difficult for many to obtain copies
of papers on topics of interest in time to be of use
for a pressing noise control problem. Making all of
these papers available online will increase the timely
accessibility of these papers to a wider audience. For
this reason, the INCE/USA Board of Directors has
contracted with the American Institute of Physics
(AIP) for the publication of conference papers online.
When online, papers may be searched by author, title,
and subject classification. Once the desired papers
are located, the user may download the papers after a
fee is paid for each paper via credit card. The format
will be similar to shopping online. Fees have not been
set yet, but they will likely not exceed USD 25/paper,
with discounts for INCE Members and probably
quantity discounts. Initially, this service will include
nearly 2000 papers covering INCE/USA-sponsored
meetings back to 1995. This service will be accessible
through links from the INCE Web Site. The contract
with AIP was signed recently, and we expect to move
rapidly with getting this online project up and running.
All of the papers are currently available in Portable
Document Format (PDF). For more information,
contact Professor Courtney B. Burroughs at +1 814
863 3015 or cbb2@psu.edu.
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Letters to the Editor:
Dear George:

I am responding to your “Editor’s View” in the
September issue. I think the answer to your question
depends on the urgency for the information. For me,
I have nothing against the CD-ROMs because they are
easy to handle and because I have no need for speed.
However, there is no way to search on a series of CDROMS except one at a time. A single source from
a server that would permit searching the entire 1000
megabytes at once would be a terrific advantage when
one needs to search. For example, suppose I wanted
to know of all papers by George Maling. My most
recent search was of the 10 CD-ROMS in the JASA
library as a basis for a history paper for ASA. This is
a time consuming process, yet is not impossible. So, I
think you have to balance your costs (1000 megabytes)
against the needs of a few for speed and convenience.
Regards,
Leo Beranek

Plan to provide
papers online
approved

Dear George:
I write in response to your editorial in the September
2002 issue of Noise/News International. Apologies for
the delay—by the time it gets around the world and I get
around to reading it, quite a few months has elapsed.
I strongly support the idea of having papers available
online instead of CD-ROM. At present, we almost
never buy proceedings in either paper or CD form
because they inevitably sit on the back room shelf
gathering dust. An online system would enable us
to search on a given topic without having to load
numerous CDs.
My only concern is that it is nearly impossible to
determine how useful a paper is by just the title and/or
abstract. It would therefore be extremely good to be
able to “read” the paper without having to pay the full
download fee. If it proved to be useful, I would happily
pay the cost of a download. I’m not sure whether this
can be securely managed.
At present, if I’m searching, I tend to stop at any
mention of payment to view, for fear that I run up a
huge bill without finding anything of use.
Regards,
Stuart Camp
(New Zealand Acoustical Society, and current editor of
New Zealand Acoustics.)
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USB Soundcard-ICP® Inputs

With USB Soundcard hardware from BSWA, it is so
easy to build your own sound and vibration analyzers.
The hardware features:
USB powered with integrated ICP inputs for sensors
2 ICP input/1 output channels
Special circuit to eliminate USB Power electrical noise
24 bit ADC and 44.1 kHz sampling rates
29 dBA to 130 dBA measurement range with BSWA
microphone and ICP preamplifier
Support all soundcard based measurement software.

•
•
•
•
•
•

ICP® is a registered trademark of PCB Group, Inc., Depew, New York

BSWA Technology Co., Ltd.

phone : 86-10-6252 5350
info@bswa-tech.com

Fax : 86-10-6200 6201
www.bswa-tech.com

European News continued from page 70
change. Noise is not considered in detail because it is generally a local
phenomenon, but it is one environmental concern described in the
report, both noise from the aircraft themselves and from associated
ground transportation. The full report can be found at
www.rcep.org.uk/aviation.html.

Noise in Pubs and Clubs

A literature review of noise levels and noise exposure of workers
in pubs and clubs has been prepared by the UK Health and Safety
Executive—Report No. 26. The report was prepared by D. Smeatham
of the Health and Safety Executive Laboratories in Buxton, UK. The
main concern is the effects of loud music on workers. The report states
that it is difficult to draw firm conclusions from the literature because
of the diversity of methods of reporting information. It is indicated
that owners of such establishments believe that it is hard to maintain a
viable business without the noise (music). The 91-page report may be
downloaded from www.hse.gov.uk/research/rrpdf/rr026.pdf

Pan-American News continued from page 69
The registration fee (275 USD before October 20th, 325 USD after)
will include all seminar sessions on November 14, continental
breakfast, buffet lunch, a 358-page book by Harold Feder Succeeding
as an Expert Witness, and a video entitled “Preparing for Your
Deposition.” Registrations for both the seminar and for attending
the 146th Meeting of the Acoustical Society are being taken by the
Acoustical Society of America. Further details will available on
ASA’s website: http://www.asa.aip.org. This seminar will be held at
the Renaissance Hotel Austin in conjunction with the 146th meeting of
the Acoustical Society of America.
If you have technical questions, please contact Jack Randorff at +1
806 829 2521.

Wyle Sponsors Online Discussion Groups

The Acoustics Group of Wyle Laboratories, Inc. is hosting several
e-mail/online discussion groups focused on the many aspects of
aviation noise. The goal of the discussion groups is to provide the
aviation community an easy-to-use resource and a system for sharing
useful information between airports, communities, consultants,
government policy makers, and other professionals involved in the
world of aviation noise.
There are currently two separate discussion groups—Aviation-NoiseIssues, a list focused on the general needs, policies, and studies that
relate to aviation noise, and Sound-Insulation-Issues, a list focused
on sharing information focused on planning and implementing sound
insulation programs.
Participants can opt to receive individual messages as they are posted
or they can receive a daily or periodic digest in a single message at
the interval they selected.
In addition to the two discussion groups, Wyle currently hosts two
additional announcement mailing lists—Aviation-Noise-IssuesAnnouncement and International-Aviation-Noise-Announcement.
These lists are intended for professionals in the aviation community
who only want to receive occasional mailings and stay informed on
current issues and trends in the field of aviation noise. Note that these
lists are announcement only lists—they don’t provide a mechanism
for members to get involved in online or e-mail discussions
To sign up for any of the lists online, go the Wyle Acoustics Group
web site at www.wyleacoustics.com/ac3.33a.html. Then follow the
instructions on the web interface to sign up for the lists.
If you need further assistance or have any questions, e-mail Wyle at
acousticsgroup@wylelabs.com.
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Acoustical Measurements

Precision Measurement Microphones

Acoustical measurements are only as good as the mic. ACO
Pacific’s Type 1 & Type 1.5™ “Alternative” family of mics,
ACOustical Interface™, Simple Intensity™ Systems rank
with the best. The PS9200KIT, SI7KIT, 7052SYS (ICP™(PCB))
offer complete measurement mic system solutions.
“Very Random”™ Noise Generator, and the new Specialty
Preamps including the RA and RAS right angle versions.

ACO Pacific, Inc.

Precision Acoustic Measurements
Require Precision Microphones

PS9200KIT $1650 USD

A complete IEC and ANSI Type 1 Mesurement Mic System
with responses to 40 kHz, range from 14 dBA to 160 dBSPL.
*1/2 inch mic (4 models) and preamp *PS9200 2 Channel PS
*AC Adaptor *WS1 windscreen *SC1 custom storage case
Options: 511E Calibrator; 1 & 1/4 inch mics; and Gain

ACO Pacific, Inc.

2604 Read Ave., Belmont, CA 94002 USA
Tel: (650) 595-8588 • FAX:(650) 591-2891

2604 Read Ave., Belmont, CA 94002 USA
Tel: (650) 595-8588 • FAX:(650) 591-2891

www.acopacific.com • e-mail: acopac@acopacific.com

www.acopacific.com • e-mail: acopac@acopacific.com

ACOustics Begins With ACO™

ACOustics Begins With ACO™
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Product News

New procedure
to reduce design
time, cost

Renault
Renault Adopts LMS Virtual.Lab Engine Acoustics
Simulation
LMS International has announced that Renault is
investing in a multiple installation of LMS Virtual.Lab
virtual prototyping software for engine acoustics to
support their powertrain and vehicle engineering
activities. Renault is implementing LMS acoustic
simulation technologies in their mainstream
development process. LMS Virtual.Lab will, it is said,
increase the efficiency of Renault’s acoustic modeling
and computation procedures, and will reduce the time
and cost of their design processes. Vehicle refinement
and vibro-acoustic comfort have always been
important in Renault’s strategy of developing distinctive
and superior vehicles. To achieve higher levels of
acoustic comfort within shorter development times,
Renault began to explore how to address acoustic
performance early in the process. Renault’s involvement
in the development of LMS Virtual.Lab is said to have
convinced them that this was the solution they had been
looking for. LMS Virtual.Lab Acoustics dramatically
accelerates the acoustic modeling process at Renault.
Creating an acoustic mesh starting from a structural
model used to be a lengthy, manual process. LMS
Virtual.Lab applies a completely new meshing method. It
“wraps” a structural FE model and reduces the amount
of detail to the level needed for the acoustic simulation.
The smaller size of the model means that acoustic
calculations are much faster than before, and that more
designs can be evaluated. Renault also chose LMS
Virtual.Lab for its improved acoustic solver. It delivers
fast, efficient calculations that are especially useful
for multiple engine speeds, and for assessments of the
complete engine during run-up. The LMS Virtual.Lab
solver is said to be so fast that acoustic simulations
will now become a regular part of the development
process at Renault. With LMS Virtual.Lab, Renault will
be able to quickly assess the virtual behavior of their
engines because of the easy mesh preparation and
the effectiveness of the acoustic calculations. Renault
engineers liked the quality and the integration of the
functions and tools—covering the complete engine
vibro-acoustic process—as well as the sheer speed of
the re-meshing and simulation steps.
LMS Virtual.Lab is said to be the world’s first
integrated software environment for the functional
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performance engineering of critical design attributes,
such as noise and vibration, ride and handling,
comfort, safety and durability. Fully associative, it
automatically links to leading CAD and CAE tools,
captures the process flow to better manage the
analysis sequence, and enables engineers to refine
their designs in virtual space not just at the component
level but also at the sub-assembly and full system
level where most performance problems occur. By
eliminating unnecessary file transfers, model and
data redundancies, and automating the analysis
process, LMS Virtual.Lab dramatically increases
the time available for value-added engineering.
LMS Virtual.Lab is based on CAA V5 (Component
Application Architecture), the open middleware
for PLM from Dassault Systèmes. For more
information, contact LMS. Europe: Bruno Massa,
LMS International, Telephone: +32 16 384 200; E-mail:
bruno.massa@lms.be. United States: Sarah Zajas, LMS
North America, Telephone: +1 248 952 5664; E-mail:
sarah.zajas@lmsna.com.

Heim Data Systems, Inc.
Heim Data Systems, Inc. to Showcase Two New
Recorders at NOISE-CON 2003
Heim Data Systems, Inc., a leading supplier of data
acquisition equipment, will display the new GSR20f
and GSR200f, ground station and test cell recorders
at NOISE-CON on 2003 June 23-25, in Cleveland, Ohio,
USA. Said to be ideal for ground-based telemetry,
satellite down-link, multi-channel analog, and bus
recording, the easy-to-use GSR20f and GSR200f
feature all digital recording, high data integrity, signal
interfacing, and interchangeable media.
Heim Data’s GSR20f and GSR200f have plug-in media
cartridges that accept tape, disk, or solid state drives
at any time during the life of the equipment. It is said
that media can be exchanged in seconds, providing
flexibility to optimally match the media to each
individual application and provide superb support
capability and security. The media cartridges offer
standard SCSI interfacing, allowing the system to act
as a front-end multiplexer to any other external media/
drive having compatible protocol.
The GSR200f is an economical, rack-mounting, 200
Mbit/s digital recorder capable of simultaneously acquiring multiple streams of data from ground, airborne,
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and satellite data and telemetry sources, and recording
them to a storage media for later retrieval and analysis.
Data retrieval may be via real time reconstruction of
the original sources or by direct high-speed transfer of
digital data to the user’s computing platform.
The GSR20f is a similar system with 20 Mbit/s
capability for applications requiring lower data rates.
Applications include acquisition of digital, analog,
and avionics bus sources and ground replay of media
originally recorded in airborne flight test recorders.
With their read-after-write technology, both recorders
ensure high data integrity and accurate channel-tochannel time relationships. The integrated IRIG time
code generator/reader provides accurate data time
tagging and precise synchronism with external IRIG and
GPS time sources. The system’s front panel controls
provide optimum ergonomics for ground-based operations, including permanent time display, fast search access, automatic calibrations and system check.
An optional built-in PC allows flexible interfacing to
networks and other interfaces for data distribution, and
can provide an integrated platform for signal display
and analysis applications. A built-in SCSI (GSR20f) or
Ethernet (GSR200f) interface supported with available
GUI applications and driver libraries allows high-speed
digital download of data direct to local and remote
analysis platforms. The mainframe has six signal
module slots that can accommodate any combination
of existing and future D Series signal interface
modules, including analog, MIL-1553, PCM, ARINC429,
Ethernet, voice, serial, video, and others.
For more information on Heim Data System’s
complete product line, contact Ginny Decker,
Heim Data Systems, Inc. PO Box N, Belmar, NJ,
07719. Telephone: +1 732 556 2318; FAX: 732 556
2319, E-mail: marketing@heimdata.com; Internet:
www.heimdata.com.
				
Scantek Inc.
Accurate, Affordable, and Compact Real Time
Analyzer for HVAC Acoustics and Building Noise
Measurement
Scantek Inc. is pleased to announce the availability of
the newest precision real time analyzer from CESVA,
the SC-160.
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The SC-160 is an affordable, high-quality ANSI Type 2
sound level meter and real-time octave band analyzer
with frequency range from 31.5 Hz to 16 kHz. With
a single 100 dB dynamic range, and a phenomenal
memory (almost 90 hours of 1-sec measurements),
it allows complete check of all HVAC equipment
with no need for range switching. Even more, it
gives a real-time reading of NC rating. The SC-160
comes with software and all necessary to make
measurements. It can be used for NC, RC, RC mark II,
NCB, and all descriptors used in HVAC product noise
and community noise analysis. The cost is less than
2000 USD.
The SC-160 takes its place with the other full range
of sound level meters, hand-held FFTs, and vibration
frequency analyzers available at Scantek. All products
are supported with full calibration facilities at Scantek,
Inc. in Maryland.
For further information, contact Richard J. Peppin, P.E.,
7060-L Oakland Mills Road, Columbia, MD 21046 USA.
Telephone: +1 410 290 7726; Fax: +1 410 290 9167; E-mail:
peppinR@ScantekInc.com or info@scantekinc.com

New sound level
meter available

Casual Systems
New Software is Available
It is with great pleasure that after extensive validation
and testing, we are able to announce the release of
ENC, Engineering Noise Control software. The software
evaluates practically all of the expressions and algorithms in the book, “Engineering Noise Control” 2nd
edition by D.A. Bies and C.H. Hansen. Where appropriate, results are plotted on the screen and the plot can
be copied directly into a word processor for reports.
Calculations include:
• basic sound level addition and noise reduction
• speed of sound
• hearing damage risk
• NC, NCB, NR and RC numbers and plots
• A-weighting
• speech interference
• loudness level
• sound radiation from monopoles, dipoles, line
sources and planar sources
• far-field, near-field estimations
• outdoor sound propagation, including ground
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Product News continued
•

Pressure sensors

•

have several

•
•
•

new features

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

effects, air absorption, meteorological influences
and barriers
calculation of sound power from standard
measurements
sound levels in rectangular, cylindrical, long, and flat
rooms
reverberation times in rooms and their optimization
modal density and modal overlap in rooms
sound absorption coefficients for porous materials,
including plastic and perforated plate protection
panel absorber design
sound transmission loss of single and double
partitions (flat, corrugated, fluted, and multi-leaf)
the ability to enter one’s own material properties
machinery enclosure noise reductions
outdoor and indoor sound barrier noise reductions
pipe lagging noise reduction
impedance and pressure drop of reactive muffler
elements, design of Helmholtz resonators, quarter
wave tubes, expansion chambers, low pass filters,
and small engine exhausts
dissipative muffler and lined duct design, muffler
pressure drop calculations
exhaust stack directivity
plenum chamber design, flow generated noise
duct break-out noise
vibration isolation (single and 4-isolator systems
including effects of flexible supports)
vibration absorbers
sound power estimation for a large variety of
industrial equipment from fans to control valves to
gas turbines to transformers

The software also has a detailed manual and extensive
online help, utilizes a Windows interface, and is
designed for Windows 95, 98, 2000 and NT4.0. It is
marketed by Causal Systems and was written by
Professor Colin Hansen and Dr. Xiaojun Qiu.
A brochure describing the software in more detail and
listing the prices for single user and network versions
as well as an order form can be downloaded from
www.causalsystems.com/. A demo version of the
software and user manual can also be downloaded
from the same site. However, please note that the demo
version is just a demo—it cannot be used for making
any sensible calculations as it resets itself every 10
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seconds. The options menu can be used to select the
various modules (1 to 7).
Please contact Colin Hansen at chansen@mecheng.a
delaide.edu.au if you have any questions or need more
information.

News from PCB Piezotronics
Dynamic Piezoelectric Pressure Sensors
Quartz pressure sensors from the Pressure Division
of PCB Piezotronics are designed for dynamic
measurements of compression, combustion, explosion,
pulsation, cavitation, blast, shock wave, pneumatic,
hydraulic, fluid, and other such pressures.
ICP® or charge output pressure sensors, structured
with naturally piezoelectric, stable quartz sensing
elements, are well-suited to measure rapidly
changing pressure fluctuations over a wide amplitude
and frequency range. Solid-state construction,
hermetically-sealed housings, and laser-welded flush
diaphragms are said to provide undistorted highfrequency response, ruggedness, and durability even
in adverse environmental conditions.
PCB’s Series 111/112/113 pressure sensors are
available with dynamic ranges to 20k psi, resonance
frequencies to 500k Hz, and sensitivities to 100 mV/psi.
Stock models and alternate mountings are available.
High-capacity Torque Transducer Transmits Signals
via Digital Telemetry
The Force/Torque Division of PCB Piezotronics, Inc.,
announces the release of a new series to the Torkdisc®
models which utilize rugged, strain-gauge sensing
technology and wireless, digital, signal telemetry
to transmit measurement signals to an adjacent
receiver. Additional features include compact design,
high stiffness, low weight, low rotating inertia, RF
interference immunity, and low sensitivity to extraneous
loads. Either voltage or current outputs are available.
The Series 5310 sensors are offered in a choice of
capacities from 150,000 to 225,000 in-lb FS and a speed
rating up to 6000 rpm. Applications include large
electric motor development and testing, locomotive
and ship diesel engine development and testing, gear
box development and testing, torque monitoring on
turbine engines used for power generation, and torque
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monitoring on mining pumps. All units are calibrated
with NIST traceability in an A2LA-accredited laboratory.
Dual-mode Signal Conditioner for Charge, ICP®, and
TEDS Vibration Sensors
The 443B01 Dual-mode Amplifier from the Electronics
Division of PCB Piezotronics is a multi-function
signal conditioner for charge mode, ICP®, and TEDS
(Transducer Electronic Data Sheet) IEEE P1451.4
compliant vibration sensors.
A user-friendly, menu-driven display with keypad
or RS0232 serial communication controls all set-up
parameters. Logical operation adjusts input sensor
sensitivity, gain, and charge conversion with four-digit
accuracy. Additional features of the low-noise unit
include selectable low and high pass filtering, sensor
fault detection, and sensor and amplifier overload
detection. Modular architecture permits installation of
multiple units into a rack-mountable chassis.
For additional information, contact Andrea Mohn,
Marketing Assistant, PCB Piezotronics, Inc.,
3425 Walden Avenue, Depew, NY 14043-2495.
Telephone: 800 828 8840; Fax: +1 716 684 0987; E-Mail:
amohn@pcb.com; Internet: www.pcb.com.
Manufacturer’s Case History: Acoustic Panels
Integral to Design of Electronic Research Laboratory
The 40,000 square foot electronics research lab at
Juniper Networks, Westford, Massachusetts, USA
is designed to meet three criteria: provide an open,
contiguous space for optimal worker flexibility; supply
adequate power, cabling, and cooling systems to
support research and development; and create a
pleasant and inviting work environment. Early in the
planning stages, designers recognized that such a
large, open environment with its exposed mechanical
systems would create a noise problem—making the
third objective difficult to achieve. To solve the problem,
designers installed SONEXone™ acoustic panels from
illbruck, inc. to absorb background noise while allowing
engineers to work comfortably and efficiently.
Juniper Networks develops core and edge routers
used in the Internet provider industry. Combined with
network and service management software, these
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electronic products allow service providers to offer a
variety of Internet access and telephone services for
business and residential subscribers.
“The core and edge routers in development at this
site require lots of fans and motors running in the
lab,” said Steven Lyons, facilities manager, Juniper
Networks. Plus, the lab’s hard-surfaced materials—
tile, sheet rock, metal and glass—reflect rather than
absorb sound. Without some sort of acoustic control,
reverberation from all these motors and fans would
interrupt worker concentration and communication.
From the beginning, Lyons ruled out the option of a
standard suspended ceiling; there needed to be plenty
of overhead room for the mechanical and electrical
cabling necessary to support the lab. “In addition,
standard ceiling tiles don’t absorb enough background
sound. We know that from previous experience in one
of our other labs,” said Lyons.

Acoustic panels solve
noise problems

SONEXone Panels are installed with adhesive directly
to the ceiling’s steel pan, between each of the steel
framing members. The steel frame and exposed pan
areas were painted white to match the color of the
panels, increasing the room’s brightness. The panels’
sculpted pattern has a sound-absorbing surface area
that efficiently reduces echo (reverberation) and
background noise.
Made from willtec® foam, illbruck’s proprietary
melamine foam, SONEXone Panels are fiber-free and
Class 1 fire-rated for flame spread and smoke density.
The panels at Juniper Networks are coated with
Hypalon® for added surface protection.
“The white panels lend to the room’s spaciousness
and the sculpted pattern adds dimension. Best of all,
they perform just as we wanted, which is to dampen
the echo effect. We have had no complaints about
noise levels—and that is exactly what we want to
hear,” said Lyons.
illbruck, inc. manufactures sound control products for a
variety of acoustical applications. For more information
on SONEX products, contact: illbruck, inc., 3800
Washington Ave. N., Minneapolis, MN 55412. Telephone
+1 800 662 0032 or +1 612 520 3620, or fax +1 612 521
5639. Internet: www.illbruck-sonex.com.
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Below is a list of congresses and conferences sponsored
by International INCE and INCE/USA. A list of all known
conferences related to noise can be found by going to the
International INCE page on the Internet, www.i-ince.org.
2003 June 23-25
NOISE-CON 2003, the 2003 National Conference and
Exposition on Noise Control Engineering
Cleveland, Ohio, USA. Contact: Institute of Noise
Control Engineering, INCE/USA Business Office, 212
Marston, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011-2153.
Tel. +1 515 294 6142; Fax: +1 515 294 3528; e-mail:
IBO@inceusa.org. Internet: http://www.inceusa.org.
2003 August 24-27
INTER-NOISE 2003, The 2003 International Congress and
Exposition on Noise Control Engineering
Jeju Island, Korea. Contact: Congress Secretariat,
Covan International Corporation, 3rd Floor, Youngmoon
Building, 150-2 Wonnam-dong, Chongro-ku, Seoul 110450, Korea. Tel. +82 2 766 9580; Fax: + 82 2 762 4946;
e-mail: internoise2003@covanpco.co.kr; Internet: http:
//www.internoise2003.com.
2004 July 12-14
NOISE-CON 2004, The 2004 National Conference and
Exposition on Noise Control Engineering
Baltimore, MD, USA. Contact: Institute of Noise
Control Engineering, INCE/USA Business Office, 212
Marston, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011-2153.
Tel. +1 515 294 6142; Fax: +1 515 294 3528; e-mail:
IBO@inceusa.org. Internet: http://www.inceusa.org.
2004 August 22-25
INTER-NOISE 2004, The 2004 International Congress and
Exposition on Noise Control Engineering
Prague, Czech Republic. Contact: INTER-NOISE 2004
Congress Secretariat, Technicá 2, 166 27 Praha 6, Czech
Republic. Tel. +420 224 352 310; Fax: +420 224 355
433; e-mail: internoise2004@fel.cvut.cz. Internet: http:
//www.internoise2004.cz.
2005 August 06-10
INTER-NOISE 2005, The 2005 International Congress and
Exposition on Noise Control Engineering
Rio De Janiero, Brazil. Contact: Prof. Samir N.Y. Gerges,
Mechanical Engineering Department, Acoustics and
Vibration Laboratory, University Campus - Trindade,
Florianopolis, SC - CEP 88040-900, BRAZIL. Tel.
+55 48 2344074; Fax: +55 48 2320826: e-mail:
samir@emc.ufsc.br.
2006 December 03-06
INTER-NOISE 2006, The 2006 International Congress and
Exposition on Noise Control Engineering
Honolulu, Hawaii, USA. Contact: Institute of Noise
Control Engineering, INCE/USA Business Office, 212
Marston, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011-2153.
Tel. +1 515 294 6142; Fax: +1 515 294 3528; e-mail:
IBO@inceusa.org. Internet: http://www.inceusa.org.
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Powerful software to predict, assess
and map noise from transportation,
industry and more
With SoundPLAN, you can develop and test noisereduction strategies. Then use the many graphic
tools, including 3-D Graphics and Animations,
to generate professional presentation material.
SoundPLAN is ideal for documenting projects for
ISO 9000 compliance.

— and you can trace
and repeat jobs using:
 D
 etailed calculation and execution protocols
 In-depth results documentation
 C
 ontrol features to verify input geometry

and source data
 A
 logbook to record calculations parameters

C all today +1 360 432 9840
to discover SoundPLAN…
…the powerful tool for
sound management.
(Available in 9 languages)

www.soundplan.com
2003 June  
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Directory of Noise Control Services
Information on listings in the Directory of Noise Control Services is available from the INCE/USA Business Office, 212 Marston, Iowa
State University, Ames, IA 50011-2153; +1 515 294 6142; Fax: +1 515 294 3528; IBO@inceusa.org. The price is USD 400 for 4 insertions.

CAVANAUGH TOCCI
ASSOCIATES, INC.

CAMPANELLA ASSOCIATES

Consultants in Acoustics

Studios & Music Halls • Condos &
Apartments • Scientific and Seismic
Equipment Isolation • Transportation &
Industrial Noise • OEM: ACCULAB •
Reference Sound Sources

Architectural Structural Mechanical Environmental

William J. Cavanaugh, INCE. Bd. Cert.
Gregory C. Tocci, INCE. Bd. Cert.
Timothy J. Foulkes, INCE. Bd. Cert.
K. Anthony Hoover, INCE. Bd. Cert.
Douglas H. Bell, INCE
327F Boston Post Road
Sudbury, MA 01776, USA
Telephone: +1 508 443 7871
Fax: +1 508 443 7873

FIELD TESTING:

ASTM, ANSI • AMCA, ASHRAE •
HUD, FAA • Sound Power • Intensity
FEM Analysis Services
3201 Ridgewood Drive
Columbus, OH 43026-2453 USA
Telephone: +1 614 876 5108
Web: www.Point-and-Click.com/
Campanella-Acoustics/

Over 25 Years in Acoustics….
Research
Engineering
Consulting
Arlington, VA, USA
Telephone: +1 703 415 4550
El Segundo, CA, USA
Telephone: +1 310 322 1763 X2330

SCANTEK, INC.

HESSLER ASSOCIATES, INC.

CHARLES KULMANN

Sound and Vibration Instrumentation
& Engineering

Serving the Power Industry Since 1976

Motor Sports Sound Abatement
Use Permit Mitigation

•
•
•
•

Sales
Rentals
Service
Technical Support

7060 #L Oakland Mills Rd.
Columbia, MD 21046 USA
Richard J. Peppin
Telephone:+1 410 290 7726
Fax:+1 410 290 9167
Web: www.scantekinc.com
info@scanteckinc.com

• Ambient, Diagnostic and

Certification Surveys

• Environmental Assessments
• Computer Modeling
• Expert Witness
Hessler Associates, Inc.
Gainesville Professional Centre, Suite 240
7521 Virginia Oaks Drive
Gainesville, VA 20155

NGC TESTING SERVICES

Specializing in Acoustic and
Vibration Solutions

Acoustical Testing Laboratory

Design of Low Vibration Environments
Vibration and Noise Surveys
Environmental Noise Modelling
Acoustic and Noise Control Design
Noise and Vibration Monitoring

Suite 150
883 Sneath Lane
San Bruno, CA 94066
Tel: +1 650 358 9577
Fax: +1 650 358 9430
email: cggordon@earthlink.net

7415 Gum Grove Lane
Vacaville, CA 95688-9653 USA
Telephone: +1 707 678 8815

Tel: +1 301 229 4900
Fax: +1 301 320 6714
Web: http://www.hesslernoise.com

COLIN GORDON & ASSOCIATES

•
•
•
•
•
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DESIGN:

WYLE LABORATORIES

ASTM, ISO, SAE test capabilities
including: E 90 (Floor-Ceiling &
Partitions); E 492; C 423; E 1414; E1222
(Pipe Lagging); SAE J1400
(Automotive Barriers)

The Index of Advertisers contained
in this issue is compiled as a service to
our readers and advertisers; the publisher
is not liable for errors or omissions
although every effort is made to ensure its
accuracy. Be sure to let our advertisers
know you found them through Noise/News
International magazine.

ACO Pacific, Inc..................................................73
BSWA Technology Co., Ltd................................72
Plus Fire Test Services:
CESVA...................................................................67
E 84 (Flame Spread); E 119 (Endurance).
Faddis Concrete Products.................................73
1650 Military Road
G.R.A.S..................................................................45
Larson Davis........................................................49
Buffalo, NY 14217-1198
NGC Testing Services.........................................73
716 873-9750
Norsonic......................................................... CVR2
716 873-9753 (Fax)
Overly Door Company........................................45
email@ngctestingservices.com
Penn State............................................................46
http://www.ngctestingservices.com
Scantek.................................................................49
SoundPLAN..........................................................79
TEAC................................................................ CVR4
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Rental times also available

International Advertising Representatives
Below is a list of international contacts for the advertisers in this issue. The telephone number is followed by the fax number where available.
In cases where there are several telephone numbers per location, or several locations within a country, a colon (:) separates the telephone
number(s) from the respective FAX number. Advertisers are asked to send updated information by e-mail to: IBO@inceusa.org.
Greece: Paragon LTD
+3010-2220008 • +3010-2220019
paragon1@otenet.gr

South Korea: Fam Tech Co., Ltd.
+82 55 265 3730 • +82 55 265 3732
sales@famtech.co.kr

Greece: Industrial Acoustics Hellas

Hong Kong: S & V Samford Instruments Ltd
+85 228 339 987 • +85 228 339 913
sales@svsamford.com

South Korea: SEVIT Tech
82 2 2617 8740 • 82 2 6091 1310
sevit@sevitkorea.com

Hungary: VIBROCOMP GmbH
+36 1 275 2138 • +36 1 275 2138
Vibrocomp@matavnet.hu

India: B. A. Dadachanji & Company

Spain: ALAVA Ingenieros S.A.

+91 22-6518768 • +91 22-6415747
dadachanji@vsnl.com

+34 91 567 97 00 • +34 91 570 26 61
alava@alava-ing.es

India: Foretek Marketing Pvt. Ltd.
+91 80 526 6813 • +91 80 526 6813
info@foretekin.com

Italy: S.C.S. Controlli e Sistemi S.R.L.

Korea-South: ABC Trading
82-234520946 • 82-234520949
kslee@abctrd.com

Sweden: Acoutronic AB
+46 8 765 02 80 • +46 8 731 02 80
acoutronic@acoutronic.se

Italy: Spectra s.r.l.
+39 039 613321 • +39 039 6133235
spectra@spectra.it

Japan: Marubun Corporation

United Kingdom: AcSoft Ltd.
+44 (0)1296 682 686 • +44 (0)1296 682 860
sales@acsoft.co.uk

Japan: Consutling Group Technical Center

03-3639-9881 • 03-5644-7627
tsaito@marubun.co.jp

GRAS

United Kingdom: Campbell Associates
+44 (0)1279 718 898 • +44 (0)1279 718 963
info@campbell-associates.co.uk

Malaysia: Carr Marshall Day Associates

Austria: LB-acoustics Messgeräte GmbH

Japan: Riko Associates
+81 45 935 6995 • +81 45 935 6993
yas-riko@mars.dti.ne.jp

Austria: Ing. Wolfgang Fellner GmbH

Malaysia: INFO-TRAX SDN BHD
+603 4270 6085 • +603 4270 6054
faisal@infotrax.com.my

ACO Pacific
China including Hong Kong: Gelec(HK)
Limited
852-2919-8383 • 852-2591-0548
ed@gelec.com.hk

France: EQUIPEMENTS SCIENTIFIQUES
+33 1 47 95 99 43 • +33 1 47 01 16 22
heron@es-france.com

India: ACOVIB Enterprises

[91] 40-6311444-6311448 • +91-40-781 2334
acovib@satyam.net.in

+43 1 25 93 444 4400 • +43 1 25 93 444 3400
office@lb-acoustics.at
+43 1 282 53 43 • +43 1 280 41 97
fellner@schallmessung.com

+39 049 9200 975 • +39 049 9201 239
g.m.amadasi@scs-controlsys.com

Mexico: Christensen, S.A.

Belgium: Akron N.V. - S.A.

+52 56 832 857 • +52 56 556 156
christen@terra.com.mx

Brazil: SIGNALWORKS Com. Imp.

The Netherlands: AcouTronics B.V.
+31 (0)162 42 44 21 • +31 (0)162 42 56 52
mailbox@acoutronics.nl

+32 16 23 01 03 • +32 16 23 26 96
info@akron.be

Export. Ltda.
+55 11 5501 5310 • +55 11 5505 5682
info@signalworks.com.br

Canada: Novel Dynamics Inc.

+1 519 853 449 • +1 519 853 3366
metelka@aztec-net.com

Canada: Novel Dynamics Inc.
+1 613 598 0026 • +1 613 598 0019
Stan@noveldynamics.com
Denmark: G.R.A.S. Sound & Vibration

+45 45 66 40 46 • +45 45 66 40 47
gras@gras.dk

France: PCB Piezotronics SA

+33 1 69 33 19 69 • +33 1 69 33 19 76

France: 01dB - Stell

+33 5 62 18 95 95 • +33 5 61 83 98 31
alain.guillen@01db-stell.com

Germany: Synotech GmbH

+49 2462 99 1910 • +49 2462 99 1979
info@synotech.de

Germany: Bertram Schapal - AVM

+49 (0)6152 56176 • +49 (0)6152 53590
bertram.schapal.AVM@t-online.de

Germany: Schmeisser,

Handelsvertretung
+49 8131 8 02 90 • +49 8131 8 02 70
handelsvertretung.schmeisser@t-online.de

Norway: Norsonic A/S

+47 32 85 89 00 • +47 32 85 22 08
sbohn@norsonic.com

Portugal: MRA Instrumentacão, S.A.

+351 21 421 7472 • +351 21 421 8188
mra@taguspark.pt

P. R. China: Landtop Technologies CO., Ltd

+86 10 6802 5665 • +86 10 6801 8063
landtp@public.bta.net.cn

P. R. China: PCB CHINA
+86 10 6494 5682 • +86 10 6494 5724
pcbchina@pcb.com
P. R. China: S & V Samford Instruments Ltd
+85 228 339 987 • +85 228 339 913
sales@svsamford.com

Russia: OCTAVA + Company

+7 (095) 799 90 92 • +7 (095) 799 90 93
info@octava.ru

Singapore: Sound & Vibration Control
Pte Ltd
+65 6742 0722 • +65 6742 6009
wupsj@singnet.com.sg

Singapore: SHAMA Technologies (S)

Pte Ltd
+65 776 4006 • +65 773 5056 • +65 776 0592
shama@singnet.com.sg

South Korea: SV Corporation

+82 31 501 4030 • +82 31 501 4032
jyjoo@svdigital.com

Scantek, Inc.
Mexico and South America: Ik’ Atl, S.A.

de C.V.
52 5547 4678 • 52 5547 4678
ilhui@altavista.net

SoundPlan
Australia: Marshall Day Acoustics
+61 39416 1855 • +61 39416 1231
NoelMorris@MarshallDay.com.au

+3010 6630 333 • +3010 6630 334
dpramas@hotmail.com

+81 45 935 3818 • +81 45 935 3806
Watanan@onosokki.co.jp

+64 9 379 7822 • +64 9 309 35 40
SoundPLAN@marshallday.co.nz

New Zealand: Marshall Day Associates
+64 9 379 7822 • +64 9 309 35 40
keith@Marshallday.co.nz
Norway: Delta Acoustics & Vibration
+45 45 20 12 00 • +45 45 20 12 01
JKL@Delta.dk

Poland: PC++ Software Studio S.C.
+48 602 228317 • +48 58 677 1847
koniarek@interecho.com

Brazil: GROM Acustica & Automacao

Portugal: AAC Centro de Acustica
Aplicada SL
+349 45 298233 • +349 45 298261
alberto@aac.pt-alava.es

Canada: Navcon Engineering Network

Russia: Oktava+
+7 095 799 90 92 • +7 095 799 90 93
info@actava.ru

+55 21 263 0792 • +55 21 263 9108
comercial@grom.com.br

+1 714 441 3488 • +1 714 441 3487
Forschner@navcon.com

China: BSWA Technology Co., Ltd

+86 10 6200 6160 • +86 10 6200 6201
chenfeng@bswa.com.cn

Czech Republic: SYMOS s.r.o.

+42 2 57 22 56 77 (78) • +42 2 57 22 56 76 (79)
symos@symos.cz

Dennmark: Delta Acoustics & Vibration

+45 45 20 12 00 • +45 45 20 12 01
JKL@Delta.dk

Finland: Delta Acoustics & Vibration

Spain: AAC Centro de Acustica Aplicada SL
+349 45 298233 • +349 45 298261
alberto@aac.pt-alava.es

Sweden: Sveriges Provnings-och
Forskningsinstitut
+46 33 16 53 40 • +46 33 165 420
Andreas.Gustafson@sp.se

Taiwan: Purtek Engerprise Co Ltd

+886 2 2769 3863 • +886 2 2756 7582
purtek@ms13.hinet.net

United Kingdom: Technical Development

+45 45 20 12 00 • +45 45 20 12 01
JKL@Delta.dk

& Investigation
+44 1206 762617 • +44 1206 762617
Drwint@btopenworld.com

France: Euphonia
+33 02 40 18 05 18 • +33 02 40 19 05 20
bsuner@euphonia.fr

TEAC

Germany: Braunstein + Berndt GmbH
+49 7191 91 44 0 • +49 7191 91 44 24
bbgmbh@soundplan.de

Japan: +81 422 52 5016 • +81 422 52 1990
Germany: +49 611 7158417 • +49 611
7158392

